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ABSTRACT

The two level program is a model of a two stage,

sequential decision making process involving two decision

makers 0 Neither decision maker has control over all of the

variableso The level one decisions are made firsto Next, the

level two decislons are made using the level one decisions as

exogenous data 0 Var ious interactions can occur between the two

levels and it is thus necessary for the level one decision

makers to include in their decision making the possible

reactions at level twoo The optimal solution simultaneously

satisfies both the level one program and the subprogram at level

twoo

Published research to date has been primarily

concerned with the search for efficient computer algorithms to

two level programso The main purpose of this research is to

investigate analytic solutions to complex, nonlinear programs

that are beyond solution by typical computer algorithmso

The methodology derived is based on the well known

theorems for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the

solution of nonlinear programs by Kuhn-Tucker [1951] and by

Arrow-Enthoven (961) 0 First, the level two solution is derived

as a function of the l~vel one decision variableso Next, the

level one solution is derived having incorporated the level two

solutionso

A nonlinear, two commodity model is formulated of the

United states Department of Agriculture (USDA) grain
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commodities support program. Linear and nonlinear price and

demand functions are explicitily included as functions of

acreage withheld from production under the program. Other

inputs include direct and cross elasticites of supply. Input

data is from United States government publications.

Methodology is derived for estimating the parameters of the

price and demand functions.

The results of the study indicate the feasibility and

usefulness of using analytic methods to solve complex,

nonlinear two level programs. Applications to the USDA's grain

commodities program provided realistic projections of

commodity prices, carryovers and program costs. Similar

research should be conducted in other areas involving

sequential decision making. The study should be useful as a

reference in classroom studies.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

THE TWO LEVEL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM

Economic policy making often consists of decision

making at two levels. The policy making at level one is one of

choosing from the policy alternatives under consideration. The

decision at level two is the behavor ial problem of determining

the economy's responses to the policy decisions. Two level

programming is a mathematical representation of such a two

step, sequential decision making process • The purpose of the

program is to optimize the policy making objectives and the

objectives at the behavoriallevel. The models at each level are

interdependent with the behavorial model being dependent upon

the level one choice var iables, and the policy model taking into

account the behavorial responses to policy. The model simulates

the behavior of the economy whose optimal solution replicates

market equilibrium.

As an example of such a program consider a supply side

economic policy of a tax reduction with the purposes of

stimulating the economy while reducing the inflation and

unemployment rates. There are three classes of variables. The

policy variables are directly under the control of the policy

makers. Var iables not directly under the control of the policy

makers are the behavorial variables such as investment spending

and consumer spending. A third class of var iables also not under
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the direct control of the policy makers are the economic

variables such as inflation and unemployment rates. This is a

two level program and thus there are two objective functions.

The policy objective function defines objectives Oat the policy

level as a function of the policy and economic variables and

also possibly of behavorial variables. The behavorial

objective function defines objectives considered to be most

realistic at the micro level which yield the desired market

equilibrium. The feasible regions of the variables are

determined by the constraint equations placed upon each of the

objective functions. The constraints could place limits upon

tax rates, government spending, inflation rates, investment

and so forth. The policy makers at level one can achieve their

objective only indirectly through the behavorial actions at

level two.

Multilevel programming is applicable in any

heirarchial decision making processes where the decision

makers do not have direct control over all of the variables.

Other examples are the setting of prices in a regulated or

monopolistic industry, the allocation of resources to users,

and in a agricultural commodities programs.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

The practice in agricultural policy studies has

typically been to use a single level linear or quadratic

programming model to evaluate a selected set of policy

alternatives. The various solutions are then examined in order
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to determine preferred policies. An example of this is by

Chowdhury and Heady [1980] wherein they formulated a linear

programming model of United states commodities production. The

main goal of the study was to examine the implications on the

farm and consumer economies of various farm policy alternatives

relating to land setaside and target pr ices. Tradeoffs are then

considered between the various policy alternatives. In this

class of studies quantities supplied and demanded are exogenous

to the model. Stoecker [1974] and Ch€'n [1975] introduced price

dependent linear demand functions into quadratic programming

models. In these cases prices and quantities are determined

endogenously in a market equilibrium model. These models did

not include a government control program. The results of the

studies were intended to point out areas where proposed policy

instruments may be improved to achieve a complete realization

of policy goals.

Chandler and Norton [May 1977] presented a two level

version of economic policy interacting with the farm sector.

This large scale application was made to a r eq i.ona L component of

the Mexican agricultural sector model CHAC [Goreux and Manne,

1977] • The government can use certain policy measures such as

taxes and subsidies in order to achieve specified goals. Two

versions are discussed, a single model in which the policy

variables are left at their base per iod values, and a two level

version in which there are alternative policy options. The

authors state that the solutions for the two level version
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resulted in combinations of policy variables that were not

likely to be established beforehand. Also, a comparison of

results of the two versions showed significant differences. A

weak point is. the uncertainty of the existence of convexities

required for a global solution. The two level program was solved

using an heuristic algorithm derived by Candler and Townsley

[1979]. Informal ways of handling the problem of convexities

which they considered acceptable are discussed. Bard and Fa1k

[1979] also derived a global optimizing procedure. Fortuny

Arnat and McCarl £1981] derive a solution for the two level case

where the objective functions are either linear or quadratric.

The authors note t.hat; a problem with the procedure is the large

number of integer variables introduced into the solution, and

that further research on more efficient algor ithms is required.

They emphasize that many problems are multilevel problems and

improper formulation can lead to very misleading results.

Candler, Fortuny-Amat and McCarl [1981] discuss the

relationship of multilevel programming to agr icultura1, energy

and economic policy problems. They reviewed the various

solution algorithms that had been proposed and note that to date

computational experience with the methods has not proved

promising. That was due to either the algorithm requiring a

special purpose code not available in large scale packages or

that the problem size increases sUbstantially as it is

transformed to be solvable by existing large scale codes. They

conclude that the heur istic search technique such as used to
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solve the CHAC two level program may still be the most practical

for large scale problems.

Control theory has similar structure to multilevel

programming, but does have major differences. An explicit

objective function which derives the underlying economic

structure is maximized by the choice of certain choice

variables, but there are also other variables not directly

controlled. The"theory deals with a dynamic, stochastic system

where learning can take place. MUltistage programming, on the

other hand, deals with a mUltistage, deterministic process

(usually two levels) where an implicit system is defined by a

mathematical program. Articles by Titner [1969] and Thompsom

[1969] from a meeting on "The Potential Role Of Control Theory

In Policy Formulation For The U. S. Agricultural Industry"

express optimism for the potential of control theory. Waugh

[1969] points out the need for complementary work in economic

theory and particularly in statistical analysis. Rausser

[1978] reviews control theory and formulates an adaptive

control theory for the evaluation of agricultural policies. A

more extensive treatment is provided by Rausser and Hochman

[1979J. Richardson and Ray [1982] follow Rausser's outline in

an application to the decision making process for commodity

programs. Rausser concludes that adaptive control theory

theory indeed appears promising, but much additional evidence

should be collected before its true value as a research tool is

ascertained.
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Game theory can also express the interaction of

decision making at two levels. The Stackleburg game can be

viewed as a special case of two level programming. The

formulation requires explicit formulation of the reaction

functions between the two levels rather than implicitly as in

the case of multilevel programming. For solution a search is

required over the entire grid and would be computationally

prohibitive.

MUltiobjective and goal programming concentrate on the

policy problem where there are more than one objective or goal.

They are applicable where one decision maker controls all of the

variables. Multilevel programming on the other hand

concentrates on the characteristic that typically the policy

maker does not have direct control over all of the variablds. In

pUblic sector policy making the typical problem is probably

mUltiobjective-multilevel.

Agency theory also has· a structure similar to

multilevel programming, In the basic agency problem a single

agent and a single principal agree to an arrangement in which

the agent makes a decision and the agent and the pr incipal share

in the consequences. This problem can be formulated as a two

level problem in cases where the agent and pr incipal are

involved in a sequential decision making process. An example is

the investment c~nsultant (the agent) and the investor (the

principal). Viewed from the principal's standpoint the

objective is to induce the agent to behave as if he were
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maximizing the principal's welfare. Ross [1975] formulates the

relationship as a problem in decision theory with uncertainty

and risk taking. The agent maximizes his payoff function or

utility which is a function of the pr incipal' s payoff function

and which is subject to a constraint which is a function of both

the agent's and the pr incipal' s payoff functions. On the other

hand, two level programming would instead formulate the

constraint as an interdependent second level objective

function. Also, the formulation of two level programming does

not include uncertainty.

THE PRESENT STUDY

The purpose of this study is to examine analytic

solutions to small scale but realistic and useful two level

programs and by so doing extend development of two level

programming in economic analysis. In the formulations

considered no particular restr ictions are placed on the

mathematical forms of the objective functions or the constraint

equations. Linear and nonlinear pr ice and demand functions are

introduced explicitly. As a result, the models developed do not

satisfy the conditions for solution by the typical computer

algorithms. While research into analytic solutions is useful in

its own right, it is conjectured that such research may also

offer insight into the development of more efficient computer

algorithms than now available for the solution of two level

programs.

For this study a market equilibr ium model is formulated
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of a two level sequential decison making process involved in the

grain commodi tes pr ice support and acreage reduction programs.

However, primary interest is in the analytic methods of solving

the model rather than in agricultural policy. The methodology

derived is based upon that developed by Kuhn-Tucker [1951] and

by Arrow-Enthoven [1961] • The two level program is described in

Chapter 2. The solutions of the commodities models are

contained in Chapter 3. Applications of the models are

contained in Chapter 4. The Summary and Conclusions are

contained in Chapter 5.

-------------------_. ---- -
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CHAPTER 2

THE TWO LEVEL PROGRAMMING MODEL

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The two level program deals with situations where there

is a hierarchy of decision making with the following

characteristics.

1. There are two decision makers involved in the process.

2. Each decision maker controls only part of the decision

variables.

3. The decision makers have independent and possibly

conflicting objectives.

4. The decision process is carried out sequentially. The second

level decision maker takes the first level decisions exogenous.

5. The principal objective of two level analysis is to select a

plan that optimizes level one objectives subject to the

rational reactions at the second level.

The characteristics are typical of a variety of

hierarchial decision making problems. In applications to

policy level one is referred to as the policy level and level two

is referred to as the behavorial level. The programs at each

level must be formulated in an interdependent manner. The

analytic problem is to provide a solution to the combined

programs that simultaneously satisfies both the programs.
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THE MATHEMATICAL PROGRAM

A mathematical representation of the two level program

is as follows.

(Level One)

Subject to:

(level Two)

Where

MinF(z;x)
z

gi(Z;x) >= r
i

MaxG (x; z)
x

gi(X;z) >= 0

i = l, ••• ,m

i = m+l, ••• ,n

z = the set of level one decision variables

x = the set of level two decision variables

A third class of variables are the economic variables

which in this particular formulation may enter as functions of

the other two decision variables in the objective and

constraint equations.

The concept of the two level program can be expanded to

multilevel programming, say of n levels of sequential decision

making. For n = 1 the program reduces to the usual single level

program. Thus, the single level program is a special case of

multilevel programming.

There are a number of iterations that can occur between

the level one and level two solutions. A given set of values of

level one decision variables can affect the optimal level two

decisions both through the objective functions and the

constraint equations. The optimal level two solution feeds back
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into the level one solution.

Solution of the multilevel program by Dantzig and Wolfe

[1961], Kornai and Liptak [1965] and Malinvaud [1967] were

concerned with formulations that can be represented as a single

level program. Dirickx and Jennergren [1975] considered

multilevel programs but where there is only one objective

function. The search for algorithms to solve the two level

program was discussed in Chapter 1. Even a two level program

which is linear in both objective functions and constraint

equations can have numerous local maxima (minima) and the

algorithms depend upon the existence of convexities in order to

guarantee a global solution. Thus, the examination of

convexi ties is a requirement regardless of the type of

solution. It will be seen in Chapter 3 and Appendix C that

examination of convexities can be complex even in smaller scale

two level programs. Of course this is a problem even in

nonlinear single level programs. In this research a number of

different model formulations were examined without being

influenced apriori by considerations of nonlinearity and

convexi ty. The model presented in Chapter 3 is typical of those

examined.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Part 1 of this chapter describes two theorems which are

used in the methodology. Part 2 contains the general

formulation of the model. Parts 3 and 4 contain the solutions

for the cases of no substitutes and of two substitute

commodities for each of constant linear slope demand and

constant price elasticity of demand. Each of the derivations is

organized as follows. The two level program is specifically

formulated for each level. Solution proceeds first at level two

with investigation for appropriate convexities of the

objective and constraint equations for both constant linear

slope demand and constant pr ice elasticity. Next the level two

solutions are derived as functions of the level one variables

and certain input parameters. Given the level two solution, the

appropriate convexity checks are made for the level one

program. Finally, method of solution at level one is derived for

each of the demand functions assumed. Parts 5 and 6 use the

previous derivations in the solution for two differant

assumptions about the relationships between the production

regions of the two substitute commodities.

THEOREMS APPLIED

Theorems by Arrow-Enthoven and Kuhn-Tucker are applied

in the solution of the two level programs.
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THEOREM 3.1.THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN SUFFICIENCY THEOREM [1961]

The solution u* gives a global maximum for the

nonlinear program

(i=1,2, •••• ,m)

Maximize

SUbject to

G = G (u)

gi(u) <= ri

u >= 0

if the following conditions are satisified.

(a) G(u) is differentiable and quasiconcave in the nonnegative

orthant.

(b) Each constraint gi (u) is differentiable in the nonnegative

orthant.

(c) The point u* satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker Maximum Conditions.

(d) Either of (i) or (ii) is true:

(i) Gj > 0 for some variable Uj that can take on a

positive value without violating the constraints.

(ii) The function G is concave.

The Arrow-Enthoven Theorem is quoted since it has weaker

conditions than the Kuhn-Tucker Sufficiency theorem. The

theorem for the minimum global case is obtained by

interchanging quasiconcave and quasiconvex and reversing the

constraint inequalities.

Condition C assumes that the Kuhn-Tucker constraint

qualification test is satisfied. If all constraint functions

are linear then the constraint qualification is satisfied. In

case one or more constraint functions are nonlinear than the

following test may be used.
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THEOREM 3.2.THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN CONSTRAINT TEST [1961]

For a maximization problem , if:

(a) every constraint function gi(u) is

differentiable and quasiconvex

(b) there exists a point uO in the nonnegative

orthant such that all the constraints are
o

satisfied as strict inequalities of x

(c) one of the following is true:

(i) every gi(x) function is convex

(ii) the partial derivatives of every gi(x)

are not all zero when evaluated at every

point u in the feasible region

then the constraint qualification is satisfied.

THEOREM 3.3. THE KUHN-TUCKER NECESSARY CONDITIONS [1961]

FOR A GLOBAL MAXIMUM

Form the following LaGrange equation.

L = G(u) + h· Lr , -g. (u) ]
~ ~ ~

The Kuhn-Tucker Necessary Conditions for a global maximum:

L· <= 0 u· >= 0 and u·L· = 0 j = 1, ••• ,nJ J J J

Li >= 0 h· >= 0 and h·L· = 0 i = 1, ••• ,m
~ ~ ~

where

u = the vector (u .)
J

L· = the partial derivative of L wrt u·J J

Li = the partial derivative of L wrt h·
~

For a minimization problem replace Lj <= 0 and L· >= 0 with L· <=
~ J

0 and Li <= O.
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GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

The USDA Acreage Reduction and payment-In-Kind

programs are used for the formulation of the model. The major

emphasis of the research is directed towards two-level

programming models and only incidentally to the agricultural

policy which is used in the model formulation. However, such a

quantitative model and its possible usefulness should be of

interest to the USDA since only qualitative goals were

established for the actual program.

CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

LEVEL ONE AND LEVEL TWO

1. Level one decision makers are federal government

bureaucrats (executive, legislative, USDA) involved in the

programs. The 1983 program was established by the USDA under

existing authority and was not authorized by congress.

2. Level two decision makers are the farmers involved

in the programs.

3. The decisions are made in sequence, first at level

one and then at level two. The farmers at level two take the

level one decisions as exogenous data.

THE ACREAGE REDUCTION PROGRAM (ARP)

1. A fixed amount of land is eligible for the program

for a particular commodity. In addition, for substitute

commodities a fixed amount of land may be used for either one of

two substitutes •

.2. A decision is made at level one as to the proportion
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of acreage in the program to be set aside (not planted).

3. Adecision is made at level one as to the target pr ice

(minimum price) to be guaranteed farmers for production from the

acreage planted under ARP. The government pays a subsidy equal

to the difference between the target price and the market price

when the guaranteed price is greater than the market price.

THE PAYMENT-IN-KIND PROGRAM (PIK)

1. Farms participating in the ARP have the option of

setting aside any amount of the acreage eligible to be planted

under that program.

2. For acres set aside under the PIK option farmers are

paid in kind from surplus inventories

3. A decision is made at level one as to the rate of

payment for acreage set aside under the PIK program.

OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS AT LEVEL ONE

The objective at level one is to choose (1) the

proportion of acres set aside under ARP and (2) the PIK payments

that will minimize the total costs of the programs sub j ect; to

the following constraints:

a. A minimum carryover of the commodity

into the next year.

b. A maximum carryover of the commodity

into the next year.

c. A target price guaranteeing a minimum

profitability.

d. A market price at least as large as the target
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price in order to eliminate ARP sUbsidy payments.

OBJECTIVES AT LEVEL TWO

The objective of the farmers at level two is to choose

the acreage planted and the acreage set aside that will

maximize farm income sUbject to the following constraints:

a. The total number of acres available.

b. The maximum acres eligible under PIK given the

acres put into ARP.

It follows from the definition of the target price that this

objective is the same as maximizing a minimum farm

profitability.

DEMAND FUNCTIONS

Stoecker [1974] found that constant elasticity forms

generally provided a better fit than did constant linear slope

forms to the Brandow equations £1961] • However, Stoecker states

that typically the linear forms are used since they are

specified in linear and quadratic programming models. Both

forms are considered in this model. Brandow's estimates of

elasticities of demand are used in this study.

COMMENTS ON THE FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

1. Department of AgricUlture programs have had bits and

pieces tacked on, modified and removed over time to take into

account features desired at a given point in time and this has

resulted in a rather unwieldy package. These programs are not

duplicated exactly in this model. Rather than that the model

contains the major features of the programs assembled in a
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simplified but reasonable and realistic manner that might be

expected in a new program instead of a modified one. According

to a report by the Comptroller General [GAO, 1985] , the USDA did

not set any quantitative goals by which the program could be

evaluated. The USDA stated in reply that establishment of

qualitative goals is a more realistic requirement.

2. The objective function at level one represents but

one of a number of important objectives that are considered by

the decision makers. Other objectives include, for example,

satisfaction of the the various political and personal

inclinations of the decision makers. Thus, this model does not

attempt to simulate the entire decision making process, but to

provide some of the inputs that would go into the overall

process.

3. The decision makers at level one include in their

decision making process an assumed level two objective

'function. In general, the level one decision makers take a macro

or aggregated view. Thus, the level two objective function and

constraints do not contain specific details that the farmer

might include. These details such as the kinds and amounts of

fertilizer and irrigation are included implicitly, however,

in the parameter commodity target price which is a minimum

profitable market price.

4. The time frame is short run, say for one year. A

farmer may be limited in his choice of crops by a lack of any one

of expertise, equipment or required infrastructure to support



= Total income from commodity ($)

= income from ARP production ($)

= income from PIK setaside ($)

= income from production not in ARP ($)

= cost of PIK ($/bushel)
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production of a particular crop.

In the following parts of this chapter solutions are

derived for a number of different sets of conditions concerning

price elasticity of demand and production regions of the

commodities. A specific formulation is given for each case. The

solution of the level two subprogram is derived and then the

solution of the level one program.

SOLUTION FOR NO SUBSTITUTES. EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

NOTATION

F = Total cost of ARP and PIK ($)

Fl = Cost of the ARP ($)

F2 = Cost of the PIK ($)

G

Gl

G2

G3

C

Y = proportion of ARP acreage set aside (O<=y<=l)

z = PIK payments to farmers (bushels/acre) (O<=z<=q)

Xl = acreage farmers put into ARP

x2 = acreage in PIK

x3 = acreage not put into ARP

ul = YXI + x2 = total acres setaside

u2 = x2

u3 = xl + x3

w = q - z(l-y)

------------------- -- -- ----
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q = yield (bushels/acre)

Pt = target price of commodity ($/bushel)

p = p(u;a,b) = market price of commodity ($/bushel)

bO = carryover at beginning of year (bu)

bl = minimum desired carryover for year (bu)

b2 = maximum desired carryover for year (bu)

b 4 = total acres

Q = production function of commodity

S = supply function

D = O(p: aO' bO) =
= O(u; ad' bd) = demand function

p = p(u; a, b) = commodity price function

L = LaGrange equation

h· = LaGrange MUltiplier1

L· = partial L wrt h·1 1

L· = partial L wrt u·J J

P j = partial p wrt u·
J

B = bb 4q

A = bb 4q/(l+b)

Wi = level one constraint functions

constant linear slope demand

R· = level one constraint functions1

constant price elasticity of demand

Subscripts to indicate a particular commodity are not

used in this section for the sake of simplicity. However, with

the addition of appropriate subscripts the notation is

._------------------_._._._.__ .
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compatible with the notation used for the two commodity case.

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

THE GOVERNMENT PROBLEM AT LEVEL ONE

The objective at level one is to minimize cost with

respect to the proportion of acreage set aside under ARP and to

PIK payments per acre. The objective function is:

MinF = Fl + F2
y,z

Note that Fl = O. This is due to the constraint that

market price is greater than target pr ice. That is, there are no

SUbsidy payments under the ARP. The objective function and

constraints at level one are then

(1) LevelOne MinF = czx2
y,z

Subject to

(2) bO + Q - D > bl (carryover)

(3) bO + Q - D < b2 (carryover)

(4) p > Pt (mk t , price)

(5) y,z > 0

F is a nonlinear function of y,z since x2 is a function of y,z.

Also Q, D and p are functions of various decision variables.

These functions are derived in the following sections.

THE PROBLEM AT LEVEL TWO

The objective at level two is to maximize farm income

with respect to xl and x2. The objective function is

(6)



Gl = qp ( [1-y] xl-x2)

G2 = pzx2

G3 = qpx3
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Where

Gl = Income from ARP production

G2 = Income from PIK setaside

G3 = Income from production not in ARP

Note that

YXl + x2 = Total acres setaside.

(1-y)xl-x2 = Acres planted under ARP

x3 = Acres in production not under ARP

Also, there are no subsidy payments under ARP because of the

constraint that market price is greater than target price.

Thus,

(7)

( 8)

( 9)

The level two objective function and constraint equations are

then

(10) Level Two MaxG = qp([1-y]xl-x2) + pzx2 + qpx3

Subject to

u i: xl+x3 <= b4 (total acres)

(2) x2 <= U-y) xl (PIK acres)

(13) x >= 0

It is convenient to make a change of variable . Let

(14) ul = YXl+x2 = total acres set aside

US) u2 = x2

(6) u3 = xl + x3

The level two program as a function of u is:



(7)

(8)

(9)

(20)

MaxG = qp(u3-ul) + zpu2

Subject to

u3 <= b4

u2 <= U-Y2) x2

u >= 0
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The objective function G is maximized with respect to u rather

than directly by x.

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION

It is assumed that all acres planted produce at the same

rate q. Then the production is

(21) Q = q(b4-ul)

THE DEMAND AND PRICE FUNCTIONS

As the number of acres withheld increase the supply

function will shift to the left. This is illustrated in Figure

1. For each value of acres withheld there is a unique value of

equilibrium market price. That is, equilibrium price is

function of acres withheld. This is illustrated in Figure 2. It

follows that equilibrium demand is also a function of acres

withheld as illustrated in Figure 3 •.

Two cases are considered for the demand function, the

constant linear slope form and the constant elasticity form.

CONSTANT LINEAR SLOPE FORM OF DEMAND FUNCTION

(22) D = aD-bDP

(23) p = a+bul

(24) D = ad-bdul
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Figure 1. Supply & Demand vs Price: ul
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S ::I D

Ul

Figure 2. Equilibrium Price vs ul

S, D

S = D

Ul

Figure3. Equilibrium Supply & Demand vs ul
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CONSTANT ELASTICITY FORM OF DEMAND FUNCTION

Definition: XExp[yl = xy

(25) D = aDPExp[bDl

(26) p = aulExp[bl

(27) D = adulExp[-bdl

SOLUTION OF THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM

The proofs that the convexity conditions of the Arrow-

Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem are satisfied are contained in

Appendix C. Next, the Kuhn-Tucker equations from the Kuhn-

Tucker Theorem are solved.

THE KUHN-TUCKER EQUATIONS

The LaGrange Equation is from Theorem 3.3 and equations

(17) , (8) and (9)

(28) L = G(u) + h4[(1-Y)1-u2 l + h5(b4-u3)

The following notation is used:

(29) L· = partial of L with respect to u· j = 1, 2, 3
J J

(30) L· = partial of L with respect to h· i = 4, 51. 1.

(31) p. = partial of p with respect to ul j = 1, 2, 3
J

The Kuhn-Tucker equations are as follows:

(32) Ll = PI (qu3-qul+zu2) -qp + h 4 (l-y) <= 0

(33) L2 = zPl - h 4 <= 0

(34) L3 = -qp + h5 <= 0

(35) L4 = (l-y)ul - u2 >= 0

(36) L5 = b4 - u3 >= 0

(37) L·u· = 0 j = 1, 2, 3
J J

(38) L·h· = 0 i = 4, 51. 1.
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For each Uj in the optimal solution either Lj = 0 as in

the classical maximization sense, or the choice variable Uj =0,

or both = o. For h in the optimal solution either Li =0 in which

case the constraint is exactly fUlfilled, or hi = 0, or both = o.

h 4 is the shadow price of acres withheld and h S is the shadow of

acres planted.

SOLUTION OF THE KUHN-TUCKER EQUATIONS

Put ul' u2' u3 > 0 as conditions for a feasible

solution.

Then from equation (37) Ll = L2 = L3 = O. From L2 = 0

(3 9) h 4 = zp > 0

From L3 = 0

(40) hS = qp > 0 where q, p, z > 0

It follows next from equations (38) and h > 0 that L4 =LS = O.

From L4 = 0

(41)

From LS = 0

(42) u3 = b 4

From equations (14), (lS)and (41)

(43)

(44)

= ul

From equations (15) and (41), (43)

x2 = u2 = (l-y)Ul

= (l-y)xl

Note that the solutions of the level two program are

thus far independent of the mathematical form of the demand
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function. It remains to solve for xl for each of the demand

functions.

SOLUTION OF xl FOR LINEAR DEMAND

The demand function is from equations (23) and (43)

(45) P = a + bUl = a + bXl

The derivative of p with respect to ul is

(46) PI = b

From equation (32) and Ll = 0

(47) PI (qu3-qul+zu2) -qp +h4 (l-y) ] = 0

Substitute into equation (47) the optimal solutions for ul' u2'

u3 and h 4 from respectively equations (43), (41), (42) and (39)

resulting in

(48) Pl[qb4-(q-[1-y]z)xl] - p[q-(l-y)z] = 0

Put

(49) W = q - (l-y) z o <= z <q

Next substitute equations (45) , (46) and (49) into equation

(48) •

(50) b[qb4-Wxl] - (a+bxl)W = 0

Solve equation (50) for xl.

(51) xl = [bb4q-aW] I [2bW] o <= xl <= b4

SOLUTION OF Xl FOR CONSTANT ELASTICITY

Multiply equation (48) by xl/p resulting in

(52) [Plxl/pl [qb4-Wxl] - Wpxl/p = 0

For this case

(53)

Substitute into equation (52) and solve for xl.
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(S4) b[qb4-Wxl] - WXl = 0

(SS) bqb4 = bWxl + WXl

(S6)

This completes the level two program solutions for a

single independent commodity.

SOLUTION OF THE LEVEL ONE PROGRAM FOR LINEAR DEMAND

The solutions to the level two subproblem are functions

of y,z. The remaining problem is to find the solutions for y,z

that minimize the objective function F sub ieee to the level two

constraint functions. From equations (1) , ••• , (S) the level one

problem can be written as

(S7) Minimize

Subject to

F = Czx2 = Cz(l-y)xl

(S8) Q - D >= bl - bO

(S9) Q - D <= b2 - bO

(60) P >= Pt

Equations (61) and (62) ensure that the level one solution

satisfies equation (62) for 0 <= xl <= b4•

(61)

(62)

W <= bb 4q/a

W >= bb 4q/(a+2bb4)

Also, from equation (49) and 0 <= z <= q

(63)

(64)

(6S)

W <= yq

W >= 0

Substitute equations (49) and (Sl) into equation (S7) •

F = C(q-W) (bb 4q-aW)/[2W]

F is a monotone decreasing function of W. The proof is
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as follows. Since z and y always appear as the product z (l-y) in

the function F it follows that in the optimal solution one of the

values can be arbitrarily chosen. Also, for fixed y the function

F is a monotone increasing function of z , The proof of this is as

follows. Take the first and second deriviatves of F with respect

to w.
F' = -[C/2J [(q-W) (B/w2 + (b/W - a)J

= -[C/(2W2)] [Bq-aW2 J

Where

For F' = 0

aw2 = qB

W** = (qB/a) 1/2 = [bb4q2/a] 1/2 = q[bb4/aJ
l / 2

The second derivative is

F" = CqB/w3 >0

Thus, F has a minimum value at W =w** • Also, from equation (65) F

= 0 at W = q and at W = B/a. As F becomes large then W approaches

zero. Thus, it follows that F is monotone decreasing between W =

o and W = W **. Also, then F(W**) < 0 and then F is negative

between the zero points of F. Then for a feasible solution to

exist W must be no larger than B/a • Equation (63) already

requires that W <= yq < q. The constraint is then

(66) W <= bb 4/a

The production function Q is obtained from equations

(21) and (43).

Q = q(b4-ul) = q(b4-xl)
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The demand function D is obtained from equations (24) and (43) •

D = ad - bdul = ad - bdxl

Then

Q - D = (qb4-ad) - (q-bd)xl

Substitute for Xl from equation (51)

(67)

The equilibrium price function is from equations (23), (43) and

(51)

p = a +bul = a + bXl

(68) = a +b(B-aW)/2bW = a + (B-aW)/2W

Where

(69) B = bb 4

Substitute equations (67) and (68) into equations

(58) , ••• , (64» to obtain the constraint equations as functions

of W.

(70) qb4-ad-(q-bd) (B-aW)/2bW )= bl-bO

(71) qb4-ad-(q-bd) (B-aW)/2bW <= b2-bO

(72) a+b(B-aW)/2bW )= Pt

(73) w <= bb 4q/a

(74) W )= bb 4q/ (a+2bb 4)

(75) W <= q

(76) W )= 0

(77) W <= yq

Simplify equations (70), ••• ,(72) and solve for Won the left

hand side of the inequality signs.

(78) (B-aW)/W <= (qb4-ad-bl+bO) (2b)/(q-bd)
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(79) (B-aW)/2 >= (qb4-ad-b2+bO) (2b)/(q-bd)

(80) (B-aW)/2bW>= (pt-a)/b

Now solve for B/W.

(81) B/W <= a+(qb4-ad-bl+bO)2b = Bl

(82) B/W >= a+(qb4-ad-b2+bO)2b = B2

(83) B/w >= 2Pt - a = B3

Finally the constraint equations are

(84) W >= B/Bl = Wl

(85) W <= B/B2 = W2

(86) W <= B/B3 = W3

(87) W <= Bla = W4

(88) W >= BI (a+2bb4) = Ws
(89) W <= yq = W6

(90) W >= 0 = W7

Also, from equation (66) there is the added constraint

(91) W <= Bla = W8

Since F is convex and the constraint functions are

linear, solution could proceed by solving the Kuhn-Tucker

equations. However, in this particular case the solution can be

obtained more directly as follows.

F is a monotone decreasing function of Wand thus it

follows that F is minimized for the following conditions.

Define

(92) Wm = min(W2, W3, W4' W6)

(93) WM = max(Wl, WS' W7)

Then the optimal solution is
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(94) W* = Wm for WM <= Wm

(95) No solution for WM > Wm

The optimal solutions for y and z follow from equation

(60). From equation (60)

W = q - (l-y) z

Since there are two unknown var iables one of them can be

arbitrarily fixed. For fixed y = y*

* * *(96) z = (q-W )/(l-y) .0 <= Y <= 1

SOLUTION OF THE LEVEL ONE PROGRAM

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

The objective function is

(97) F = Czx2 = Cz(l-y)xl

Substitute equation (50) and (56) into equation (97).

(98)

Where

F = [Cqbb 4/(1+b)] [(q-W)/W] = CA(q-W)/W

The function F is a monotone decreasing , convex function of W

The proof follows. Take the first and second derivatives with

respect to w.

F' = -CAq/W2 < 0

Fn = 2CAq/W3 > 0

Thus, it follows that F is a monotone decreasing, convex

function of W.

THE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS FOR THE CASE OF CONSTANT ELASTICITY

For this case the equilibrium price, production and demand

functions are respectively from equations (21), (26), (27) and



(56)

(99)

(100)

(101)

D = adxlExp[-bd] = ad(A/W)Exp[-bd]

Q = q(b4-xl) = q(b 4-A/W)

p = aXlb =a(A/w)b
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The constraint equations are from equations (58), ••• ,(60)

Q - D >= bl-bO

Q - D <= b 2-bO

P >= Pt

y,z >= 0

Substitute equations (99), (100), (101) into the constraint

equations.

q(b 4-A/W) - ad(A/W)Exp[-bd] >= bl-bO

q(b4-A/W) - ad(A/W)Exp[-bd] <= b2-bO
a(A/W)b >= Pt

In addition from equation (54) and 0 <= xl <= b4

o <= xl = A/w <= b 4

Also, from equation (49) and 0<= z <= q

o <= W <= yz

Simplifying the equations results in

(102) qA/W + ad(A/W)Exp[-bd] <= qb4-bl+bO = Rl
(103) qA/W + ad(A/W)Exp[-bd] >= qb4-b2+bO = R2
(104) W <= A(a/pt) lib = R3
(105) W >= A/b 4 = R4
(106) W <= yq = R5
(107) W >= 0 = R6
Recall that
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(l08)

Examine the characteristics of the constraint equations.

Equations (104), ••• , (107 are linear and hence are quasiconcave

and satisfy the Arrow-Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem. For'

equations (102) and (103) define

g(W) = qA/W + (ad/AExpCbd])WExpCbd]

The first derivative of 9 with respect to W is

g' = -qA/w2 + (adbd/AExpCbd])WExpCbd-l]

A critical point occurs at g' = 0, say where W=«:. Set g' = 0

and solve for W.

As W approaches 0 then 9 approaches infinity. Since there is

only one positive critical point then 9 is convex. However, if

w** > q then 9 is monotone decreasing in the feasible region. In

that case 9 is quasiconcave and the conditions of the Arrow-

Enthoven Theorem are also satisfied for constraint equations

(102) and (103). This condition does hold for the sample data

used in this study. However, due to the complexity of equations

(102) and (103) it is simpler to proceed with a mathematical

solution rather than to solve the Kuhn-Tucker equations. Let

Cl09)

ClIO)

WI = solution of g(W) = Rl

W2 = solution of g(W) = R2

Then the inequalities of constraint equations (102) and (103)

hold respectively for

-----_._----------------
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Next define

The optimal solutions are now

(113) w* = Wm

(111)

(112)

(114)

Wm = Min(W21 R3 1 R5 1 R6)

WM = Max (Wl I R4)

No feasible solution

for WM <= Wm

for WM > Wm

SOLUTION FOR THE CASE OF TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

COMMON PRODUCTION REGIONS

The notation used is the same as defined in Part 1

except that in the latter case the subscript denoting the

commodity has been omitted.

NOTATION COMMODITY I II

Total cost to government of ARP and PIK ( $) Fl F2

Both commodities F

Cost to government of PIK ($/bushel) Cl C2

Proportion of acreage set aside under ARP Yl Y2

PIK payments (bushels/acre) zl z2

Total income to farmers ($) G1 G2

Total acreage farms put in ARP (acres) xll x2l

Total acreage farms put in PIK (acres) x12 x22

Total acreage not in ARP (acres) x13 x23

Total acres setaside ull u2l

Acres setaside under PIK u12 u22

Total acres under ARP + in production not ARP u13 u23

Level One constraints R· R·J. J.

LaGrange Equation L

--------_._------- ._._----------
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COMMODITY I II

v

u
ij

h
j
u

ik

w
i

Target

LaGrange mUltipliers

Partial of L with respect to

Partial of L with respect to

Partial of Pk with respect to

Ratio of p to P
1 2

= qi - Z i n-yi

price ($/bushel)

Market price ($/bushel)

Total acreage eligible:

For only a particular commodity (acres)

For either of two commodities (acres)

Carryover of commodity from previous year (bu)

Maximum desired carryover,current year (bu)

Minimum desired carryover, current year (bu)

b14 b24

b
34

bl a b20

bl l b21

b12 b22

Yield of commodity (bushels/acre)

Production function of commodity (acres)

Demand function of commodity (acres)

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

The formulation of the two commodity model where the two

commodities are substitutes of one another is similar to that of

the single commodity model discussed in Case 1.

THE PROGRAM AT LEVEL ONE

Program Cost

----------------_._---------
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Subject to

Carryover Constraints

(202) bl O + Ql - Dl >= bl l (minimum, commodity I)

(203) bl O + Ql - Dl <= b12 (maximum, commodity I)

(204) b20 + Q2 - D2 >= b:n (minimum, commodity II)

(205) b20 + Q2 - D2 <='b22 (maximum, commodity II)

Price Constraints

(206) PI >= PIt (minimum, commodity I)

(207) P2 >= P2t (minimum, commodity II)

(208) y,z >= 0

The solutions to the Level One program will be completed after

solving the Level Two program.

THE PROGRAM AT LEVEL TWO

(209) G = QlPl([1-Yl]xll-x12+x13) + zlPlx12 (income)

+oq2P2([1-Y2]x2l-x22+x23) + z2P2x22

Subject to Acreage Constraints

(210)

(211)

(212)

(213)

x12 <= (l-Yl)xll (maximum PIK, commodity I)

x22 <= (1-Y2)x2l (maximum PIK, commodity II)

xll+x13+x2l+x23 = b34 (total acres)

x >= 0

The farms receive income from three sources,

production from acreage under ARP, from acreage withheld under

PIK, and production from acreage not under ARP. For production

under ARP the farms recieve market price with no subsidy

payments as long as the price constraints are satisfied in the

level one program. For each acre withheld under PIK for
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commodity j income recieved equals ZjPj. For acreage not under

ARP the income equals qjPj.

For commodity I

xII = total acres under ARP

YXll = acres setaside under ARP

x12 = acres setaside under PIK

YXll + x12 = total acres setaside

(l-y)xll - x12 = acres in production in ARP

x13 = acres in production not under ARP

Income from commodity I is as follows.

Income from ARP = qlPl[(1-y)xll-x12]

Income from PIK = qlzlx12

Income from other = qlPlx13

The acreage and income equations for commodity II are similar.

The total income is then the sum of income from commodity I plus

the income from commodity II. The total income is represented by

equation (209).

Make the following change of variables.

(214) ull = Ylxll+xl2 = total acres setaside, commodity I

(215) u12 = x12 = acres setaside PIK, commodity I

(216) u13 = xII+x13 = total acres , commodity I

(217) u2l = Y2x2l+x22 = total acres setaside, commodity II

(218) u22 = x22 = acres setaside PIK, commodity II

(219) u23 = x2l+x23 = total acres , commodity II

(220) ul3 + u23 = b34 = total acres, both commodities

From equations (214) and (216)
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= total acres planted, commodity I

Similarly from equations (217) and (219)

(222) = total acres planted, commodity II

PRODUCTION FUNCTION

It is assumed that each acre planted in commodity i

produces at the rate qi. The total quantities produced of

commodities I and II are respectively

(223)

(224)

Ql = ql(u13-ull)

Q2 = q2(u23-u21)

PRICE AND DEMAND FUNCTIONS

In the model formulation price and thus demand are

functions of the acres withheld from production of each

commodity; that is ull and u21. (Other assumptions were also

investigated such as price as a function of acres in production.

Methods of solution and results presented are typical.) Two

cases are considered, constant slope linear demand and constant

elasticity.

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

(225) Pl = al+bl ull+clu21

. (226) Dl = ald-bldull+cldu21

(227) P2 = a2+b2u21+ c2u12

(228) D2 = a2d-b2dU21+c2dull

CONSTANT ELASTICITY

(229)

(230)

(231)

Pl = alullExp[bllu21Exp[cll

Dl = aldullExp[-bldlu21Exp[cldl

P2 = a2u21Exp[b2]uIIExp[c2l
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D2 = a2du21Exp[-b2d]ullExp[c2d]

Note that the same notation is used for both cases.

However, the numerical values will generally be different for

the two cases.

THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM AS FUNCTIONS OF u

Substitute equations (214), ••• ,(219) into equations

(209) , •••• ,(213) to obtain the level two program as functions

of u.

(233) MaxG = Pl(u) [ql(u13-ull)+zlu12]

+ P2(u) [q2(u23-u2l)+z2lu22]

Subject to

(234) u12 <= Cl-Yl) ull

(235) u2i <= Cl-Y2) u21

(236) u13 + u23 = b34

(237) u >= 0

SOLUTION OF THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM

THE KUHN-TUCKER EQUATIONS

Form the LaGrange equation Theorem 3.3 and equations

(233) , ••• , (237)

(238) L = G + hl([1-Yl]ull-u12)

+ h2([1-Y2]u2l-u22) + h 3(b34-u13)

The following notation is used.

G = PlG1 + P2G2

Gl = ql(u13-ull) + zlu12

G2 = q2(b34-u13-u2l) + z2 u22

Ll j = partial of L with respect to U1j j=1,2,3
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L2j = partial of L with respect to U2j j=I,2,

Li = partial of L with respect to hi i=1,2,3

PIj = partial of PI wrt ukl k=1,2

P2j ="partial of P2 wrt ukl

The Kuhn-Tucker equations are as follows.

(239) LI I = PllGl - qlPl + P2lG 2 + hl(l-Yl) <= 0

(240) L12 = zlPI - hI <= 0

(241) L13 = qlPI - q2P2 - h3 <= 0

(242) L2l = P12Gl - q2P2 + P22G2 +h2(1-Y2) <= 0

(243) L22 = z2P2 - h2 <= 0

(244) Ll = <l-Yl) ull - u12 >= 0

(245) L2 = <l-Y2) u2l - u22 >= 0

(246) L3 = b34 - u13 >= 0

(247) LIjUlj = 0 j=1,2,3

(248) L2j U2j = 0 j=I,2

(249) L·h· = 0 i=1, •• ,3
~ ~

As a requirement for a feasible solution put for all i, j

u· . > 0
~J

zl' z2 > 0

PI' P2 > 0

Then, LI 2 = o from equation (247) and from equation (240)

(250) hI = zlPl > 0

Thus, LI = 0 from equation (249) and from equation (244)

Ll = (l-Yl)ull - u12 = 0

(251) u12 = (l-Yl)ull

Similarly L22 = 0 from equation (247) and from equation (249)
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(252) h2 = z2P2 > 0

Then, L2 = 0 from equation (249) and from equation (245)

L2 = (1-Y2)u2l - u22 = 0

(253) u22 = (1-Y2)u2l

Next, from L13 = 0 and equation (241)

(254) h3 = qlPl - q2P2

Since u12 > 0 then from equation (246) L3 > 0 _ Then h3 = 0 from

equation (249) and

(255) qlPl = q2P2

Remaining unsolved are the two equations Ll l and L2l in

three unknown var iables ull' u13 and u2l- However, the

solutions of Ll l and L2l are independent of the values of u13 and

u23- The total income from u13 and u23 is

I = Plql(u13-ull) + P2q2(u23-u2l)

= Plql[(u13-ull) + (b 34-u13-u2l)]

= Plql[b34-ull-u2l]

Thus, I is independent of u13' u23 _ Their choice is arbitrary in

the solution of the Kuhn-Tucker equations sub j ec t; to u13 + u23 =

b 34 -

Note that the solution thus far has not required the

exact specification of the form of PI and P2-

For the solution of LI I, L2l use the notation

G = PIGI + P2G2

where

GI = ql(u13-ull) + zlul2

G2 = q2(u23-u21) + z2 u22
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Substitute into Gl and G2 for u13 from equation (251) and u12

from equation (253). Then

Gl = ql(u13-ull) + zl(l-Yl)ull

= qlu13 - [ql-zl(l-Yl)]ull

(256) Gl = qlu13 - Wlull

Similarly

(257)

where

(258) WI = ql - zl(l-Yl)

(259) W2 = q2 - z2(1-Y2)

Substitute equations (256), (257) and (251) for hI into

equation (239) for Ll l- Then

Lll = Pl l[Qlu13-Wlull] - QlPl.+ P2l[q2u23-W2u2l]

+ Plzl (l-Yl) = 0

(260) Ll l = Pll[Qlu13-Wlull] + P21[q2u23-W2u21]~PIWl = 0

Similarly

(261) L21 = P12[Qlu13-Wlull] + P22[q2u23-W2u21]-P2W2 = 0

From equation (255)

P2 = (Ql/Q2)Pl

For the solution put

(262)

Then

(263) P21 = vP l l P 22 = vP 1 2

SOLUTION OF WI AND W2 FOR CONSTANT LINEAR SLOPE DEMAND

For this case
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Pl l = b l

P12 = cl

Substitute into equation (260) and write it as a function of W.

(264)

Lll = bl[qlu13-Wlull] + blv[q2u23-W2u2l] + PlWl

= bl(qlul3 + vQ2u23) - (blull+Pl)Wl

- vblu21W2 = 0

Similarly from equation (261)

(265) L2l = cl(Qlul3 + vQ2u23) - clullWl

- v(clu2l+Pl)W2 = 0

Next, solve the simultaneous equations (264) and (265) for W

using Cramer's Rule. In matrix form the equations are

Wl W2 CONSTANT

blull+Pl vb l u2l bllA

clull v (clu2l+Pl) cllA

Where

(266) A = Qlu13 + vq2u23

Put

Wl = Nl/D

W2 = N2/D

Then

(b l u2l) (cl)]

bl clu2l]

D =

D = v[(blull+Pl) (clu21+Pl) - (b l u2l) (clull)]

= v[blclullu22+blullPl

+clu2lPl+Pl2_blClullu2l]

v(Pl+bl ull+clu2l)Pl

Nl = Av[(bl) (clu2l+Pl) 

= Av[bl clu2l+blPl -

(267)

"----------
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(268) NI = blAVPI

N2 = A[ (PI+blull) (cI) - (b l) (clull)]

= A[blclull+cIPI-blclull]

(269) N2 = ACIPI

From equations (267) and (268) for constant slope linear demand

(270) WI = bIA/{PI+bI UII+Clu21)

From equations (267) and (269)

(271) W2 = CIA/{PI+blull+CIU21)v

SOLUTIONS OF uII AND u21 FOR CONSTANT ELASTICITY

Recall that

PII = partial of PI with respect to uII

Pl 2 = partial of PI with respect to u21

P2 = vPI

Then

(273) Pl 2 = vPI I

Also, from the definition of PI for this case

(274) Pllull/PI = bl P2lul l/PI = vb l

(275) Pl2ul2/PI = cI P22u21/PI = vCI

Now mUltiply equation (260) for LI I by ull/PI resulting in

(276) (PlluII/PI) (qluI3-Wlull)

+(P2Iu I I/PI) (q2u23-W2u21)-Wlull = 0

Substitute equations (272) - (275) into equation (276) 0 Collect

like terms and write equation (276) as a function of u.

(277) (l+bl) WIuII + bl vw2u21 = bl (qluI3+vq2 u23)

Next, mUltiply equation (261) for L21 by u21/PI.

(278) (PI2u21/PI) (qluI3-Wlull)
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+(P2I u21/PI) (q2u23-W2u21)-Wlu2IP2/PI = 0

Substitute equations (274) and (275) into equation (278).

Collect like terms and write the equation as a function of u.

(279) cIWlul1 + v(l+cI»W2u21 = cI(qlu13+vq2u23) = cIA

Use Cramer's Rule to solve the simultaneous equations (275) and

(277) for uW.

In matrix form the equations are

ullWl

I + b l

cl

Where from equation (266)

A = qUl3 + vq2u23

Put

uIIWI = Nl/D

u21W2 = N2/D

Then

D = v[(l+bl) (1+c12)-blcl]

= v[l+bl+cl+blcl-blcl]

(280) D = v[l+bl+cI]

NI = VAbl(l+cl-cl)

(281) N1 = blAv

N2 = CIA(I+bl-bl)

(282) N2 = C1A

From equations (280) and .(281)

(283) uIIWl = bIA/[(l+bl+Cl)]

From equations (280) and (282)

._--------------------_.---_.-
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Recall that equations (283) and (284) are the solutions for the

.case of constant elasticity, while equations (270) and (271)

are the corresponding solutions for the case of constant slope

linear demand _ Also, P2 = vPl- The optimal solution occurs for v

= ql/q2- The affects of other values of v on optimality are

discussed at the end of this part of this chapter_

SUMMARY OF RESULTS - LEVEL TWO PROGRAM

SOLUTION

(28s) XII = (l/Yl) (ull-u12)

= (l/Yl) (ull-£l-Yl]ull) = ull

(286) x12 = (l-Yl)xll = u21

(287) x21 = (1/Y2) (u21-u22)

= (1/Y2) (u2-£1-y]u ) = u212 21

(288) x22 = (1-Y2)x21 = u22

(289) x13 = xll-u13

(290) x23 = x21-u23

(291) u13 + u23 = b34

(292) (l-Yl) zl = ql - WI

(293) (l-Y2) z2 = q2 - W2

For Constant Slope Linear Demand

(294) WI = blA/(al+2blxll+2clx21)

(295) W2 = cIA/(al+2blxll+2clx21)v

For Constant Price Elasticity

(296) WI = blA/(l+bl+cl)Xll

FROM

EQUATIONS

214, 215, 251

215, 259

217, 218

218, 219, 286

216

219

236

258

259

270

271

283, 285
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(301)
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W2 = CI A/ (1+bl +c l ) x21 284, 286

A = qlu13 + vq2u23 266

P2 = vPl 254

For the optimal solution v = ql/q2· 247

In that case A = qlb34• 298, 301, 291

The choice of either u13 or u23 is arbitrary

sUbject to

(303)

SOLUTION OF THE PROGRAM AT LEVEL ONE

CONSTANT LINEAR SLOPE DEMAND

The objective function is from equation (201)

F = Clzl x12 + C2z2x22

(304)

Substitute into equation (303) the solutions for x12 and x22

from equations (286) and (288) and for WI and W2 from equations

(292) and (393). Then

F = Clzl(l-Yl)xll + C2z 2(1-Y2)x2l

= Cl(QI-WI) xII + C2(Q2-W2)x21

The final form of F and also of the constraint equations depend

upon the form of the demand function.

The variables WI and (l-YI) zl have a one-to-one

correspondence wi,th one another as do WI and xII. This

correspondence is true also for W2' (1-Y2)z2 and x21. Thus,

minimization with respect to anyone set of the variables (for

example x) will result in the same unique solution as with

ei ther of the other sets of var iables. For this case of linear

demand, minimization with respect to x is advantageous since

then all of the constraint

------,-- ---
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equations are linear. The objective function F is nonlinear in

any of the variables.

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Substitute for WI and W2 from equations (294) and (295) into

equation (304). Then

(305) F = Clqlxll + C2q2x21

- A(blClxll+clC2x21/v)/(al+2blxll+2clX21)

THE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS

From equations (223) AND (292)

(306)

PI = al + bIxll + clx21

Dl = aId - bldxll + cldx21

P2 = a2 + b2x21 + c2 xll

D2 = a2d - b2dx21 + c2dxll

Similarly

(307) Q2 = (u23-x21)q2

From equations (225), ••• ,(228) and (285), (287)

(308)

(309)

(310)

(311)

Substitute equations (306), ••• ,(311) into (202), ••• ,(208) to

obtain the constraint equations as functions of x.

(312) (ql-bl d) xII + cldx21 <= qlu13 + bl O - bll-ald = Rl
(313) (ql-bl d) XII + cIdx2I >= QluI3 + b l O - bl 2-ald = R2
(314) (q2-b2d)x21 + c2dxll <= Q2u23· + b20 - b21-a2d = R3
(315) (Q2-b2d)x21 + c2dxll <= Q2u23 + b 20 - b22- a2d = R4

(316) blxll + clx21 >= PIt - al = R5
(317) b2x21 + c2 xll >= P2t - a2 = R6

There are in addition the following constraints
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induced by the level two solutions. From equation (254) PIql =

P2q2. Rewr i te in the form P2 = vPl. Substitute for PI and P2 and

simplify.

(3lS) (c2-vbl) xII + (b2-vc1) x2l = val - a2

From equations (25S) and (301)

WI = ql - (l-Yl)zl = blA/(al+2blxll+2clx2l)

where 0 < zl <= ql.

write the above equation in the following form.

blxll + clx2l = ([blA/(ql-[l-Yl]zl)] - al)/2

The right hand side has a maximum for zl = ql and a minimum as zl

= R S

= R 9

approaches O. Then

(319) blxll + clx2l >= (blA/ql - al)/2

(320) blxll + clx2l <= (blA/Ylql - al)/2

Similarly from equations (259) and (300)

(321) blxll + clx2l >= (clA/ v q2 - a2)/2

(322) blxll + clx2l >= (clA/vY2q2 -. a2) 12

= RIO

= Rll

The linear constraint equations are concave and thus satisfy

the conditions for quasiconcavity.

THE METHOD OF SOLUTION

Rather than proceeding with the Kuhn-Tucker

equations in order to solve the Level One program a mathematical

solution is used which is based on the characteristics of the

level two solution. The solution must fall in the xII' x21 plane

determined by constraint R7• Thus, the feasible region becomes

a line when plotted in the xII' x2l plane. If for constraint R7,

x21 is a monotone function of xII then minimum feasible solution
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is determined by the intersection of R7 with the particular

constraint where the level one objective function is minimized

and which satisfies all other constraints. See Chapter 4 for

more discussion on this.

SOLUTION OF THE LEVEL ONE PROGRAM

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

From equation (304)

F = Clqlxll + C2q2x21 - Wlxll - W2x21

Substitute equations (296) and (297) for xII and x21 into the

last two terms of the equation for F. Then

(323)

F is a linear function of x , Thus, F satisfies the condition of

quasiconvexity.

THE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS

From equations (229), ••• , (232) and the solutions ull = xII and

u21 = x21

(324) PI = alxllExp£bl]x21Exp[cl]

(325) Dl = aldxllExp[-bld]x21Exp£cld]

(326) P2 = a2x21Exp£b2]xIIExp£c2]

(327) D2 = a2dx21Exp£-b2d]xIIExp£c2d]

The production functions Ql and Q2 are the same as given in

equations (306) and (307). SUbstitute equations (306), (307) ,

(323) , ••• ,(326) into equations (202), ••• ,(208) to obtain the

constraint equations R1 - R9 as functions of x.

(328)
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<= qlu13+blO-bll = Rl

(329) qlxll + aldxllExp[-bld]x21Exp[cld]

>= Qlu13+blO-b21 = R2

(330) q2x21.+ a2dx21Exp[-b2d]xIIEXp[c2d]

<= Q2u23+b20-b21 = R3

(331) q2x21 + a2dx21Exp[-b2d]xIIExp[c2d]

>= Q2u23+b20-b22 = R4

(332) xIIExp[bl]x21Exp[cl]

>= Plt/al = R5

(333) xIIExp[c2]x21Exp[b2]

>= Plt/a2 = R6

The additional constraints induced by the level two solution

are as follows _ From equation (255) for PIql = P2q2 and

equations (229) and (231) for PI and P2 respectively

(334) xIIExp[bl-c2]x21Exp[cl-b2] =a2q2/alql

From equations (258) and (296)

WI = ql - (I-YI)ZI = bIA/(I+bl+cI)xll

Solve for XII-

Minimum XlI occurs as zl approaches 0 and maximum XII occurs for

Zl = ql- Thus,

(335) XII >= blA/ (l+bl +ci)

(336) XII <= blA/(l+bl+cl)YI

Similarly from equations (216) and (297)

(337 ) x21 >= CI A/ (1+bl +c l ) vq2

(338) x21 <= cIA/(1+bl+cl)vY2q2

= R8

= R9
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METHOD OF SOLUTION

Equations (328), ••• ,(331) are not quasiconcave and thus a

solution for the Kuhn-Tucker equations may not be a global

solution. Refer to Chapter 4 for additional discussion.

A FURTHER LOOK AT CONSTRAINT R7

The solution must fall in the xII' x21 plane determined

by constraint R7• For an optimal solution v = Pl/P2 or Plql =

P2q2. This is very restr ictive but reasonable for the case where

either commodity can be produced throughout the total

production region. For example, if PIql > P2q2 then all

production would tend to go into commodity I within whatever

constraints the model places upon supply and demand. However,

the market price is determined· by total demand. Thus, in the

case where the commodities also have exclusive production

regions the constraint will apply unreasonably to those

regions. It is necessary then to examine the effects on

optimality when the condition is not satisfied. That is Plql is

not equal to P2q2.

The level two objective function to be minimized is

G = Pl[ql(u13-xll) + zl(l-Yl)xll]

+ P2[q2(u23-x21) + z2(I-Y2)x21]

Substitute in WI and W2 from equations (294) and (295) and

simplify.

WI = ql - (l-YI)zl W2 = q2 - (1-Y2)z2

Then
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LINEAR DEMAND

Substitute the solutions for WI and W2 from equations

(296) and (297) into G.

WI = blA/B W2 = clAIB

Where

A = qlu13 + vq2u23

v = P2/PI

Then

G = PI[QluI3-bIAXI1/B+v(q2u23-clAX IB]
21

= PI [Qlu13+vQ2u23-(blxll+clx2l) (AlB)]

= PIA[1-(bl xll+clx2l)/BJ

Next substitute in for A and mUltiply and divide by xl resulting

in

G = PIQl[uI3+u23vQ2/QI] £1-(blxll+clx2l)/BJ

= PlQI[uI3+ku23 J [1-(bl xll+clx2l)/B]

Where

K = vQ2/Ql

For k = 1, u13+ku23=b4 and in this case G is independent

of the choices of u13 and u23 sUbject to u13+ u23 = 04.

For K < 1, first put

u13+ku23 = uI3+k Cb4-u23) = (1-k)uI3+kb4

It is seen that since (l-k) is greater than I that as ul3

increases from 0 to b4 then (1-k)u13+kb4 increases

monotonically from kb to b 4. Thus, for K < 1, G is maximized by
4

setting u13 = b4 and u23 = o.
For K > 1, (l-k) is less than 1. In this case as ul3
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increases from 0 to b 4 then (l-k) u13+kb4 is a monotone

decreasing function of u • Then, G is maximized for u13 = 0 and
13

u = b _
23 4

The Kuhn-Tucker solution required u13 > 0 and u23 > 0_

However, they can be taken arbitrarily small.

Next, recall that by definition v = kql/q2 = P2/Pl or

kqlq2 = q2P2

It follows then that if k = 1 then qlPl = q2P2·

Similarly, if k < 1 then qlPl > q2P2·

Also, if k > 1 then qlPl < q2P2·

The method for determining the optimal choices of u13

and u23 is as follows. For the best apr ior i estimates of Pi and

qi (denoted by the superscript 0) calculate PiOqio•

If PI°ql0 = P2°q20 then k = 1 and the choices of u13 and

u23 are arbitrary subject to u13+ u23 = o.
If PI°ql0 > P20q2 0 then k < 1 and the choices are u13 =

b4 and u23 = o.
If PI°ql0 < P2°q2 0 then k > 1 and the choices are u13 = 0

and u23 = b 4-

CONSTANT ELASTICITY

For this case the solutions for Wand Ware from
1 2

equations (296) and (297)

WI = blA/(l+bl+cl)xll

W2 = CIA/ (1+bl +cl ) vx21

Compar ison shows that the proof for this case is the same "as for

constant slope linear demand and so is not repeatedo
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SOLUTION FOR TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE AND COMMON PRODUCTION AREAS

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

In this case the level two solution solution consists

of three parcs, There is a solution for each commodity from each

of their exclusive productions plus the solution for each from

their common production area. These solution are tied together

in the level one solution by the market prices since demands are

functions of the prices of both commodities.

Define

(401)

(402)

XIT = xl + xll = acres in ARP, commodity I

exclusive + common areas

X2T = x2 + x21 = acres in ARP, commodity II

exclusive + common areas

The solutions for xl and x2 are obtained from equations (49) and

(51) • The solutions for xll and x21 are obtained from equations

(94) and (95) • Thus, this derivation proceeds with the solution

at level one.

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

F = C1 Z1(1-Yl) (x1+x11) + C2z2(1-Y2) (x2+x21)

(403) = Cl(ql-Wl)xlT + C2(q2-W2)x2T

TOTAL PRODUCTION

(404) Ql = ql(b1 4-x1) + q1(u13-x11) = q1 b14+u13 - Q1xIT

(405) Q1 = q2(b2 4-x2) + Q2(u23-x21) = Q2b24+u23 - Q2x2T

TOTAL DEMAND
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(ql-bl d)xlT+cldX2T <= ql(b14+u13)+blO-bll-ald = Rl

(ql-bl d)xlT+cldX2T )= ql(b14+u13)+blO-b12-ald = R2

(q2-b2d)x2T+c2dxIT <= Q2(b24+u23)+b20-b2l-a2d = R3

(Q2-b2d)x2T+c2dxIT <= Q2 (b 24+u23) +b20-b22-a2d = R4

bl xlT+clx2T >= Plt-al = R5

b2X2T+c2 xlT >= P2t-a2

(c2-vbl)xlT+(b2-vclx2T = val+a2(416)

(406) Dl = aId - bldxlT + cldx2T

(407) D2 = a2d - b2dx2T + c2dxIT

MARKET PRICES

(408) PI = al + blxlT +clx2T

(409) P2 = a2 + b2x2T +c2xlT

CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS

The constraints include those from level one plus those

induced by the level two solutions. The level one constraint

equations follow directly from equations (312), ••• ,(317) as

follows.

(410)

(411)

(412)

(413)

(414)

(415)

Constraints resulting from the functional relationships

between Wand x (equations (294), (295» are obtained from

equations (319), ••• (322) as follows.

(417) bl xlT+clx2T >= (blA/Ql-al) 12 = Ra
(418) bl xlT+clx2T <= (blA/YlQl-al) 12 = R9
(419) blxvlT+clX2T)= (clA/vQ2-al)/2 = RIO

(420) bl xlT+clx2T <= (cl/ vQ2Y2)-a2)]/2 = Rl l
The solutions of Part 2 were based on zero cross

elasticity of demand and so must be appropriately modified.
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From equation (48)

Pl[qlb14-(ql-[I-YI]zl] -PI [ql-(l-Ylzl]

Then

blXI + PI = blb14ql/[ql-(1-YI)zl]

Substitute in the equation for PI and all constants on the right

hand side_

blxl +blxlT + clx2T = (blb1 4QI/[ql-(I-Ylzl]) - al

The constraints determined by z approaching °for a minimum and

z approaching Q for a maximum are as follows _

(421) blxl+blxIT+clx2T >= blb14-al = Rl2
(422) blxl+blxIT+clx2T <= blb14/Yl-al = Rl3
(423) b2x2+b2x2T+c2xIT >= b2b24-a2 = Rl 4
(424) b2x2+b2x2T+c2xIT <= b2b24/Y2-a2 = RI S

METHODS OF SOLUTION

constraints R7, - - - ,Rl l are based on the condition that P2 =vPI

Setting v = Ql/Q2 results in the optimal solution at level two

for the case where the two commodities have a common production

area _ However, that is not a valid condition to require in the

other areas where only one commodity is produced. The parameter

v must be estimat~d; for example, v = P20/Plo. It was shown

previously that the following procedure results in an optimal

solution for v not equal to ql/q2-

If v < ql/q2 then set ul3 = 0, U23 = b34

If v > ql/q2 then set ul3 = b34, u23 = 0
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THE SOLUTION FOR TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

The level one program constraints consist of two parts.

The first part are the constraints from the or iginal level one

program. The second part are the induced constraints from

solutions for each commodity from its exclusive production

region. The objective function is the same as for Part 4.

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The objective function is from equation (403)

F = CI(ql-WI)xII + C2(q2-W2)x21

The optimal solution for commodity I in an exclusive

production area is from equation (52)

Where

PI is given by equation (324)

PI I = partial of PI with respect to xII

xII = acreage of commodity I in the ARP

It follows from the definition of PI that

bl = Pllxll/PI

Substitute in equation (438) and solve for xII.

(427)

Similarly

(428)

Substitute equations (427) and (428) into equation (425)
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(429) F = Clqlxll + C2q2x21

- blbI4ql/{I+bl - b2b24q2/{I+b2)

TOTAL PRODUCTION

(430) QI = qlbl 4 - qlxll

(431) Q2 = q2b24 - q2 x21

TOTAL DEMAND

(432) D1 = aId + XIIExp[bld]x2IExp[Cld]

(433) D2 = a2d + xIIExp[c2d]X21Exp[b2d]

MARKET PRICE

(434) PI = xIIExp[bl]x2IExp[cI]

(43S) P2 = xIIExp[c2]x2IExp[b2]

CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS

The level one constraint equations are obtained from

(439)

(437)

(438)

(440)

(441)

equations (328), ••• ,(333) as follows.

(436) qlxII + aldxIIExp[bld]x2IExp[cld]

<= qlbI4+bI0-bll = Rl

qlxII + aldxIIExp[bld]x2IExp[cld]

>= qlbI4+bI0-b21 = R2

q2 x21 + a2dx2IExp[b2d]xIIExp[c2d]

<= Q2b24+b20-b21 = R3

Q2x21 + a2dx2IExp[b2d]xIIExp[c2d]

>= Q2b24+b20-b22 = R4

xIIEXp[bl]x2IExp[cI] >= Plt/al = RS

xIIExp[c2]x2IExp[b2] >= P2t/a2 = R6

The constraints introduced by the level two solutions

for the regions of exclusive production are derived as follows.
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From equation (427) for commodity I and WI = ql - zl(l-Yl)

xll = blb14ql/[ql-(1-Yl)zl

Minimum xll occurs as zl approaches 0, and maximum xll occurs as

zl approaches ql- Then the constraints are

(442) xll >= blb14 = R7

(443) xll <= blb14/ Yl = Ra
Similarly for commodity II

X2l >= b2b24 = R9

x2l <= b2b24/Y2 = R10

METHODS OF SOLUTION

The methods of solution are discussed in Chapter 4 on

applications_
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATIONS OF THE MODELS

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT DATA

The commodities used in the applications are corn and

wheat. There are four types of applications as follows.

COMMODITIES PRODUCTION REGIONS----------- ------------------
Corn, Wheat Exclusive

Corn, Wheat Exclusive

Corn, Wheat Exclusive, Common

Corn, Wheat Exclusive

DEMAND

No Substitution
Constant Slope Linear

No Substitution
Constant Price Elasticity

Substitution
Constant Slope Linear

Substitution
Constant Price Elasticity

The supply and demand data used for inputs to the model are found

in Appendix A. The data was obtained from Agricultural

Statistics [1984]. Prices were deflated using the Producers

Price Index for Grains from the Statistical Abstract [1984].

Brandow's [19611 estimates are used as the inputs for the direct

and cross elasticities of demand. The methods for estimating

the var ious parameters of the supply, demand and pr ice

functions are in Appendix B. The estimates are functions of the

direct and cross elasticities of supply. The source of

information on elasticities of supply is Shumway and Chang

[1977] • The approach used in this study is to show results for a

range of values of elasticities of supply.
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CROSS ELASTICITY OF DEMAND = 0

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

For this case it is proven in Appendix C that the level

two program satisfies the Arrow-Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem.

Therefore, the solution der i ved in Chapter 3 for the ievel two

program is the optimal solution. Given that solution the level

one objective function to be minimized with respect to y and z is

from equation (65)

F = C(q-W) (bb 4q-aW)/2W

where

W = q - z(l-y)

F is a monotone decreasing function of Wand the optimal

solution is obtained as follows from equations (92) , ••• ,(95)

and (84), ••• , (90) •

Define

Wm = min(W2, w3 ' w4 ' W6)

wM = max (WI' W5' W7)

Where

W >= B/BI = WI

W <= B/B2 = W2

W <= B/B3 = W3

W <= B/a = W4

W >= BI (a+2bb 4) = W5

W <= yq = W6

W >= 0 = W7
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W <= B/a

Where

B = bb 4q

Bl = a+(qb 4- ad-bl+bO)2b

B2 = a+(qb 4- ad-b2+bO)2b

B3 = 2Pt - a

The optimal solution is given by

W* = Wm for WM <= W
m

No solution otherwise

Other optimal values are calculated as follows.

* *z = (q-W )/(l-y) ° <= Y < 1

*xl = (bb 4q-aW)/2bW Q* = q(b4- xl)

p* = a + bXl

CO* = S* -D* = bO + Q* - D*

From Appendix B the estimating equations for a, b are as

follows.

a = pO

b = qpO/SOES

ad = DO + bdPO

bd = pOCED)/DO

Summaries of the numerical results are shown in Table 1.

CROSS ELASTICITY OF DEMAND =0

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

It is proven in appendix C that the level two program

satisfies the Arrow-Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem. Therefore,

the solution to the level two program is the optimal solution.

Given the level two solution the level one objective function to

----------------- ~---------



ad (A/W) Exp[-bd]

ad (A/W) Exp[-bd]

aAb/pt

g2 = qA/W +

92 = qA/W +

gl = wb <=

W >= A/b4

W <= yq

W >= 0
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be minimized with respect to y and z is from equation (95)

F = [Cqbb 4/(1+b)] [(q-W)/W]

Where

A = bb 4q/ (1+b)

W = q - z (1-y)

. The constraint equations are as follows.

<= qb 4 - bl + bO = Rl

>= qb 4 - b 2 + b O = R2

= R3

= R4

= R5

= R6

F is a monotone decreasing function of Wand the optimal

solution is given by the following from equations

(109) , ••• , (114) •

Put

WI = solution of g(W) = Rl

W2 = solution of g(W) = R2

Then the inequalities of constraint equations (102) and (103)

hold respectively for

W >= WI

W <= W2

Next define

Wm = Min(W2, R3' R5, R6)

WM = Max(Wl, R4)

The optimal solutions are now

----_...._ ..._---



w* = Wm

No feasible solution

for WM <= Wm

for WM > Wm
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A summary of the numerical results for this case is

shown as Table 1.

TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE PLUS COMMON PRODUCTION AREAS

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

The level one objective function to be minimized is

from equation (322)

Where

XIT = xl + xII = total acres in ARP, exclusive +

common areas, commodity I

X2T = x2 + x2l = total acres in ARP, exclusive +

commom areas, commodity II

The coefficients of the constraint equations are as

follows from equations (410), ••• ,(424).

XIT x2T CONSTANT

(ql-bl d) cld <= ql(b14+u13) + blO-bll-ald = Rl

(ql-bl d) cld >= ql(b14+u13) + blO-b12-ald = R2

c2d (q2-b2d <= q2(b24+u23) + b20-b2l-a2d = R3

c2d (q2-b2d) <= Q2(b 24+u23) + b20-b22-a2d = R4

bl cl >= PIt - al = RS

c2 b2 >= P2t - a2 = R6

(c2-vbl) (b2-vcl) = val + a2 = R7

bl cl >= (b al)/2 RalA/Ql - =

-----------------~-- --~---
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b1 c1 <= (b1A/Y1q1 - a1)/2 = Rg

b1 c1 >= (c1A/vq2 - a1)/2 = RIO

b1 c1 <= (c1A/ VQ2Y2 - a1)/2 = R11

Xl x1T x2T CONSTANT

b1 b1 c1 >= b1b1 4 - a1 = R12

b1 b1 c1 <= blb14/Yl - al = R13

b2 c2 b2 >= b2b24- a2 = R14
b2 c2 b2 <= b2b24/Y2 - a2 = R1S

Where the estimating equations for the coefficients a, b are

from Appendix B as follows.

bID = DIO(ED1I/Pl) b2D = D20(ED22/P20

cID = DIO(ED12/P20) c2D = D20(ED21)/PIO

000aID = Dl +blDPl -cIDP2

a2D = D20+b2DP20 -c2DP20

bl 01 ° b2
0/ 0= QIPl Sl ES I I = Q2P2 S2 ES22

° q1P2/Sl0ES12cl = Q2Pl/S2 ES 21 c2 =
000 o 0 0al = PI -blxll -clx2l a2 = P2 - b2x21 -c2xII

bId = c2DcI - blDbl b2d = c2Dcl - b2Db2

cld = clDb2 - blDcI c2d = c2Dbl - ~2Dc2

aId = DlO-bldxlIO-c1dx210

a2d = D20-b2dx210- c2dx1l0

It is necessary to further examine the level two

objective function (G) to ensure that it satisfies the

requirement of the Arrow-Enthoven Sufficiency Theorem to be a

Quasiconcave function. It was shown in Chapter 3 that G is
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quasiconcave if in the feasible region xII and x21 are either

both increasing or decreasing. For any particular value of v the

solution must fall in the xII' x21 plane defined by constraint

equation seven. The two variables are monotone functions of one

another in that plane and thus the conditions for

quasiconcavity are satisified.

It was shown in the derivation of Chapter 3 for this

case that in order to maximize the income function G the values

of u13 and u23 take on specific values depending on the value of

v , If v < ql/q2 then for maximum G, u13 approaches b34 and u23

approaches O. Conversely, if v > q l/q2 then for maximum G, u13

approaches 0 and u23 approaches b34• If v = ql / q2 then the

choices of u13 and u23 are arbitrary sUbject to u13 + u23 =b34•

The program has now been reduced to a one level,

nonlinear program with linear constraints in three unknown

variables. The solution can proceed in two steps. Constraints

Rl through Rl l are functions of the variables xIT and x2T.

Constraints R12 through RI S also include the var iable xl. First

solve for xIT and x2T fro_m the program including only

constraints Rl through Rll. A solution for those constraints

must lie in the plane defined by constraint R7. F is a monotone

increasing function of xIT' x2T. This is seen as follows.

Substitute

qj - Wj = zjei-Yj)

into F. Then

j = 1,2
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WI and W2 are monotone decreasing functions of xIT and x2T.

Zj (l-Yj) increases as Wj decreases. Therefore, F is a monotone

decreasing function of xIT' x2T. An optimal solution will then

be determined by the intersection of R7 with the other

constraints where F is a minimum and where all other constraints

are satisfied. Next, substitute the solutions for xIT and x2T

into constraints Rl 2 through Rl 5 and solve for xl' x2. For the

solution of xl note that

xl = xIT - xII 0 <= xII <= bl S

x2 = x2T - x21 0 <= x21 <= b2S

bl S + b2S = b34

Thus,

XIT - bl S <= xl <= xIT

Put xm = Max(RI 2, xIT-bIS)

XM = rHn(R13 r xIT' b14)

The feasible solutions for xl and xII are then

xm < * < xMxl

* * *xII = xIT - xl

Similarly

Xn = Max(RI 4, x2T-b2S)

xN = Min(RI 5, x2T ,b24)

The optimal solutions for x2 and x2T are then

xn < * < xNx2

* * *x21 = xIT - x2

See Table 2 for a summary of numerical results.
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TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

At level two the objective function G can be written as

the sum of two monotone increasing, quasiconcave functions.

(See Appendix D.) The constraint equations are linear. While G

is not necessarily concave it is conjectured that the solutions

to the Kuhn-Tucker equat.Lons are optimal. The solution to the

level one program follows.

The level one objective function to be minimized is

from equation (429)

F = Cl qlxII + C2q2x2l - bl b14qll (l-bl - b2b24q21 Cl-b2)

There is a one-to-one relationship between x and Wand

it is convenient to solve directly for x in the level one

solution rather than W.

The constraint equations are from equations (436)

through (441) and

(442) through (445) as follows.

qlxll + aldxllExp[bld]x2lExp[cld]

<= qlb14+blO-bll = Rl

qlxll + aldxllExp[bld]x2lExp[cld]

>= Qlb14+blO-b12 = R2

Q2x2l + a2dx2lExp[b2d]xllExp[c2d]

<= Q2b24+b20-b2l = R3

Q2x2l + a2dx2lExp[b2d]xllExp[c2d]

>= Q2b24+b20-b22 = R4
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xIIExp£bl]x21Exp£cl] >= Plt/al = RS

xIIExp£c2]x21Exp£b2] >= P2t/a2 = R6

xII >= bl b14/ (l+bl) = R7

xII <= blb14/ (l+bl) Yl = Ra
x21 >= b2b24/ (l+b2) = Rg

x21 <= b2b24/Cl+b2)Y2 RIO

The estimating equations for the a, b , c are as follows

from Appendix B.

cIO = ED12 c20 = ED21

aID = 0lOCPIOEXp£b2D]) CP20EXp£-cIO])

a20 = 020CP20EXP£b2D]) CPIOEXP£c_2D])

bl = qlxllO/SlOESl l b2 = q2x210/S20ES22

cl = Q2x210/S20ES21 c2 = qlxllO/SlOES12

al = PIOxIIOEXP£-bl]x210EXp[-cl]

a2 = P20x210EXP£-b2]xIIOEXP£-c2]

bId = c2Dcl - blObl b2d = c2Dcl - b2Db2

cld = cIDb2 - blOc1 c2d = c2Dbl - b2Dc2

aId = DIOxIIOEXP£-bld]x210EXP£-cld]

a2b = D20X210EXP[-b2d]XIIOEXp£-C2d]

The level one objective function is linear in x ,

Constraint equations Rl through R6 are monotone increasing

functions of x and are approximately linear in the feasible

region due to the small size of the exponents. Constraint

equations R7 through RIO are linear. As a result all solutions

are corner solutions and can be found algebraically.

--------------~~---------
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The numerical results of the applications of the model

are summarized in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The direct and cross

elasticities of demand are held constant for all of the cases

except that for the data of Table 4.1 the cross elasticites of

demand are set equal to zero. Results are shown for a range of

values of elasticities of supply.

Optimal solutions exist for all the cases examined

where the cross elasticities equal zero (Table 1) • For corn and

wheat with exclusive plus common production regions (Table 2)

optimal solutions exist for direct elasticities from one

through five. At that point the maximum carryovers (b 21, b 22)

begin to be exceeded. Those infeasibilities can be removed if

desired by increasing the maximum car ryovers. From elasticity

of supply of seven and greater infeasibility also results from

excessive PIK payments (e. g., zl > ql) • These infeasibilities

result when the values of x are out of range of a feasible level

one solution. For corn and wheat as substitute commodities each

with exclusive production regions (Table 3) the carryover

maximums are exceeded for supply elasticities equal to one or

less. Infeasibilities also result for supply elasticities

greater than seven from exceeding the maximum PIK payment.

The actual production results for the year 1983 are

also shown on the tables. A comparison with the results of the

two level program indicates the ranges of values of supply and

demand for whLch the actual results would have been optimal. For
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the cases of cross elasticities of demand equal to zero the

closest correspondence is obtained for constant slope linear

demand with supply elasticities of 3 and 5 respectively for

corn and wheat.

The actual carryovers for corn was approximately 600

million bushels and for wheat 1400 million bushels. In

comparison, for the case of substitute commodities and linear

demand (Table 2) , a maximum allowable carryover of 1600 million

bushels is required for corn. Commodity prices and PIK payments

then agreed best between actual and calculated results for

elasticites of supply in the range of 3 to 5.

The case for substitute commodites, constant

elasticity of demand (Table 3) shows best agreement between

actual and calculated results when allowable carryovers are set

equal to actual carryovers. The best agreements are for

elasticity of supply equal to 3. For sUbstitute commodities the

calculated results using constant elasticity of demand give a

better correspondence than does linear demand. This is true for

all of the calculated parameters.



Table I--Summary of Results
Exclusive Production Regions
Cross Elasticities .. 0

INPUT DATA

COMHOOITIES: (1) CORN (2) 'WHEAT
UNITS: PRICES' COSTS ARE 1967$. pi, pit, Ci: $/BUSHEL

Si, Oi: MILLIONS OF BUSHELS
bij: MILLIONS OF ACRES
gi: BUSHELS/ACRE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
pI .. 1.41
p2 .. 1.48

bl0 .. 3120
h20 .. 1540

EDll ...0273

01 .. 6700
D2 .. 2580

bll .. 2011
b21 .. 1000

ED12 .. 0

Sl .. 7287
S2 .. 3969

b12 .. 600
b22 '" 1400

ED22 ...0242

ql .. 81.0
g2 .. 39.4

b14 '" 73
b24 .. 80

ED21 .. 0

pit .. $1.19
p2t .. $1.50
b34 .. 0

b4 .. 153

Cl .. $1.10
C2 .. $1.50

COmlODITY ELASTICITY ACRES REQUIRED PIK PRICE CARRY- LIMITING
OF SUPPLY WITHHELD PORTION PAYJIENT OVER CONSTRAINT

DIRECT CROSS (MLN'S) WITHIIELD (BU/AC) (flBU)
Esii ESij xit yi zi pi COi

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

ACTUAL FOR YEAR 1983
CORN 21.3 .1 64.8 1.41 587.00

WIIEAT 18.6 .1 37.4 1.48 1389.00

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

CORN 1.00 0 21.4 1.0 31.1 1.41 600.00 MAX CO
WIIEAT 1.00 0 20.2 1.0 15.1 1.50 200.00 MIN CO

CORN 3.00 0 21.4 1.0 67.5 1.41 600.00 MAX CO
WIIEAT 3.00 0 22.7 1.0 33.1 1.50 200.00 MIN CO

CORN 5.00 0 21.4 1.0 76.1 1.41 600.00 MAX CO
l'lIIEAT 5.00 0 25.4 1.0 37.2 1.50 200.00 MIN CO

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

CORN 1.00 0 26.4 1.0 42.4 1.48 1327.00 MIN PRICE.
I-IIIEAT 1.00 0 28.4 1.0 24.6 1.60 1000.00 MIN CO

CORN 3.00 0 26.4 1.0 11.8 1.43 1219.00 MIN PRICE
~lHEAT 3.00 a 28.2 1.0 36.6 1.52 1000.00 MIN CO

CORN 5.00 a 26.4 1.0 78.7 1.42 1112.00 MIN PRICE
~lHEAT 5.00 0 28.2 1.0 39.4 1.50 1000.00 MIN CO

-...I
~



~able 2--Summary of Results COIUlODITIES: (1) CORN (2) WHEAT
Common t Exclusive Production Regions UNITSI PRICES & COSTS ARE 1967$. pi. pit. Ci: $/BUSHEL
Constant Slope Linear Demand 51, Di: nILLIONS OF BUSHELS

b1j: MILLIONS OF ACRES
IlIPUT DATA qil BUSHELS/ACRE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pI .. 1.41 Dl .. 6700 SI .. 7287 ql .. 81.0 pIt .. n.19 C1 .. $1.10
p2 = 1.48 D2 .. 2580 S2 .. 3969 q2 .. 39.4 p2t .. $1.50 C2 .. U.50

b10 .. 3120 b11 .. 0 . b12 .. 1600 b14 .. 59 bH .. 30 b15 .. 14
b20 .. 1540 b21 .. 0 b22 .. 800 b24 .. 64 b4 .. 153 b25 .. 16

ED11 ... 0213 ED12 .. .0049 E022 .. .0242 E021 .. .0018 u13 .. 30
-----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------

COHHODITY ELASTICITY ACRES REQUIRED PIK PRICE SUPPLY DEHAND CARRY- COST
OF SUPPLY WITHHELD PORTION PAYtlENT OVER

DIRECT CROSS (MLN'S) WITHHELD (BU/AC) U/BU) (MILLIONS OF BUSHELS) (MILLIONS)
ESii ESij xit yi zi p1 51 Di COi Fi

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----------
ACTUAL FOR YEAR 1983

CORN 21.30 .1 64.80 1.41 1281 6100 587 1992
NHEAT 18.60 .1 37.40 1.48 2969 2580 1389 825

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS

CORN 1.00 .10 27.18 .1 60.20 2.42 8112 6592 1535 1619
ImEAT 1.00 .10 24.58 .1 29.61 2.54 3093 2538 555 983

CORN 1.00 .50 24.46 .1 45.84 1.56 8H8 6684 1663 col > b12
~II1EAT 1.00 .50 21.50 .1 22.68 1.64 3215 2574 641 658

CORN 3.00 .50 25.29 .1' 73.31 1.55 8281 6695 1596 1937
WHEAT 3.00 .50 22.42 .1 35.90 1.63 3118 2574 604 1097

CORN 3.00 1.50 26.10 .1 72.69 1.49 9215 6692 1523 1979
1mEAT 3.00 1.50 23.27 .1 35.57 1.56 3145 2577 568 1117

CORN 5.00 1.50 26.77 .1 79.25 1.48 8201 6693 1509 2061
WHEAT 5.00 1.50 23.49 .1 39.69 1.55 3136 2577 559 1227

CORN 5.00 2.50 24.93 .1 79.99 1.44 9310 6696 1613 col > b12
~IIIEAT 5.00 2.50 21.89 .1 39.57 1.52 3199 2579 621 1140

CORN 7.00 1.50 25.09 .1 82.10 1.46 8298 6695 1603 zl > ql
ImEAT 7.00 1.50 22.17 .1 40.05 1.53 3188 2578 610 z2 > q2

CORII 1.00 3.50 24.97 .1 81.97 1.43 9306 6697 1609 zl > ql
~IIIEAT 7.00 3.50 21.96 .1 39.99 1.51 3200 2579 621 z2 > q2

-.J
In



Table 3--Summary of Results COmlODITIESI (I) CORN (2) WHEAT
Exclusive Production Regions UNITS I PRICES , COSTS ARE 1967$. pi, Plt, Cll S/BUSHEL
Constant Price Elasticity of Demand Si, Oil HILLIONS OF BUSHELS

bijl HILLIONS OF ACRES
INPUT DATA qll BUSHELS/ACRE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pI .. 1.41 01 " 6700 51 .. 7287 q1 .. 81.0 pIt .. U.19 C1 .. $1.10
p2 .. 1.48. 02 .. 2580 52 .. 3969 q2 .. 39.4 p2t .. $1.50 C2 .. $1.50

blO .. 3120 bll .. 200 b12 .. 600 b14 .. 73 b34 .. 0
b20 .. 1540 b21 .. 1000 b22 .. 1400 b24 .. 80 b4 .. 153

EDll ... 0273 ED12 .. .0049 ED22 ... 0242 ED21 ...0018 u13 .. 30
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMMODITY ELASTICITY ACRES REQUIRED PIK PRICE SUPPLY DEHAND ClIRRY- COST

OF SUPPLY WITHHELD PORTION PAYHENT OVER
DIRECT CROSS (HLII'5) WITHHELD (BU/AC) (f/BU) (HILLIONS OF BUSHELS) (HILLIONS)
ESii ESij xit yi zi pi si Di COi Fi

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----------
ACTUAL FOR YEAR 1983

CORN 21.30 .1 64.80 1.41 7287 6700 587 1992
HHEAT 18.60 .1 37.40 1.48 2969 2580 1389 825

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS

CORN 1.00 .10 22.20 .1 33.34 1.35 7235 6710 524 733
1mEAT 1.00 .10 17.50 .1 13.44 1.62 4002 2257 1745 co2 ) b22

CORN 1.00 .50 20.50 .1 28.65 1.40 7273 6701 671 col > b12
~IHEAT 1.00 .50 18.00 .1 14.20 1.45 3983 2504 1479 co2 > b22

CORN 3.00 .50 23.50 .1 69.55 1.42 7129 6700 429 1618
WHEAT 3.00 .50 18.00 .1 32.84 1.55 3983 2647 1336 798

CORN 3.00 1.50 23.50 .1 69.55 1.42 7130 6699 430 1618
WIIEAT 3.00 1.50 18.00 .1 32.84 1.50 3982 2647 1336 798

CORN 5.00 1.50 22.20 .1 76.62 1.41 7235 6700 535 1684
liHEAT 5.00 1.50 18.00 .1 37.06 1.49 3983 2597 1386 901

CORII 5.00 2.50 25.00 .1 78.12 1.42 7008 6694 309 1933
WIIEAT 5.00 2.50 18.10 .1 37.10 1.50 3979 2649 1330 907

CORII 7.0'0 1.50 23.50 .1 80.85 1.42 7130 6700 430 1881
WIIEAT 7.00 1.50 18.10 .1 38.96 1.50 3979 2614 1365 952

CORN 7.00 3.50 26.00 .1 81.73 1.42 6927 6699 228 zl > ql
1111 EAT 7.00 3.50 18.10 .1 38.96 1.50 3979 2640 1339 952

-.J
0\
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the results of the present

study to investigate mathematical solutions to two-level

programming problems. General conclusions derived from the

results are also discussed.

SUMMARY

At present applications of two level programs are

limited due the lack of efficient methods of solution even

though researchers have stressed that such formulations are

proper in many instances. The limited quantity of literature

reporting on two level programming generally deals with methods

of solution using modifications of existing computer

algorithms; for example, for linear and quadratic programs. A

typical conclusion of the studies is that current methods of

solution are inadequate and more research is needed in order to

find more efficient algorithms. Another approach is to

investigate analytic solutions rather than computer

algorithms. Generally, large scale programs are unlikely to be

soLveabLe by analytic methods due to their complexity. However

such solutions are feasible for smaller scale problems and ar e

worthwhile and useful in their own right as well as providing an

alternative method to computer algorithms. Also, the solution

of quite large scale problems is also a possibility in some

cases. In light of this the pr imary objective of this study is to

investigate analytic solutions of two level programs.

--------------------- --_ .. ~----
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A government support program for agricultural

commodities is used in the formulation of the two level program.

The economics problem is illustrated by the supply "and demand

diagrams in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the situation for a

typical grain commodity in 1982. An undesirably large surplus

exists. Figure 5 shows the situation in 1983 where an optimally

designed support program has been instituted. It is desired

that the carryover fall between the specified minimum and

maximum carryovers (b l and b2 respectively) and the market

price be not less than the target price (Pt). The actual

carryover is considered to be a random component of demand. The

carryover is a function of the acreage withheld from production

as a result of participation in the support program, and the

demand function shifts to the right to fall between D + bl and D +

b2• The supply function also shifts up as acreage is taken out of

production.

The government decision makers are at level one and the

farm decision makers are at level two. The decisions are made

sequentially from level one to level two with the level two

decisions being conditional upon the level one decisions. Thus,

the level one decision makers must take into account the

decision making processes at level two. Each level has its own

objective function and set of constraints. In this particular

formulation the level one decision makers wish to minin~ize the

costs of the support program while placing constraints on

carryovers and prices.

--- ._---------
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These are determined by the market and depend upon the reactions

of the farmers to the commodities support program. The farmer's

decisions concerning acreage in production and acreage

withheld from production depend upon the incentives offered for

entering into the support program. The incentives are the

target support price for entering the basic program and the

payment-in-kind (PIK) payments for additional acres withheld

from production. These,together with a fixed proportion of

acres withheld under the basic program, constitute the level

one decision variables. The farmer's objective is to maximize

income. The level two constraints are placed upon his material

resources. No particular requirements are placed on the

functional forms of either the objective functions or the

constraint equations.

A basic assumption of the model is that the supply and

and thus also demand are functions of the acres withheld from

production. Two general cases are addressed. One is that there

is constant slope linear demand relative to pr ice and the other

is that there is constant price elasticity of demand. The

demands and prices enter explicitly into the model as functions

of acres withheld from production. The estimates of the various

coefficients of those functions are themselves functions of the

elasticities of supply. Solutions were examined for a range of

values of direct and cross elasticities of supply.

The procedure used was to first find the solutions to

the level two program as functions of the level one decision
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variables and the to solve the level one program. The Arrow

Enthoven Sufficiency [1961] and kuhn-Tucker [1951] theorems

are applied in order to solve the program. Solution of the

level two program reduces the two level program to a single

level program. Substitution of the level two solutions into the

level one program may result in a set of complicated nonlinear

equations. It is convenient then to use a differant

mathematical approach rather than the direct application of the

theorems in order to solve the level one program. The methods

used in this study take advantage of certain of the

characteristics of the level two solutions and the level one

program.

The solutions were applied to two commodi ties, corn and

wheat. The research of both Stoecker [1974] and Brandow £19611

indicate that the demand for each of these is highly inelastic.

In addition, Stoecker found that 'assumption of constant

elasticity gave a better fit than did constant linear slope.

Elasticity of supply data was obtained from a report by Lee and

HeImberger [1985 [ • Data from the 1982 and 1983 production years

was used for as input data and to compare calculated and actual

result.s. The formulation of the particular model of this study

LnvoLved five unknown variables for each commodity. Also, three

aoditional USDA parameters were used as part of the

constraints. The two commodity case thus included ten unknown

variables plus six additional parameters used as constraints.

The price and demand functions enter explicitly into the
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formulation of the model. The model includes as parameters

direct and cross elasticities of supply as well as direct and

cross elasticities of demand.

Summaries of results for four different cases are

presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The cases are zero cross

elasticities of supply with production in exclusive regions for

both constant slope linear demand and constant pr ice elasticity

of demand, nonzero cross elasticity of supply with production

in exclusive and in common regions for constant slope linear

demand, and nonzero cross elasticity of supply with production

in exclusive regions only for constant price elasticity of

demand. The latter case is considered most appropriate for the

commodities corn and wheat.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The methodology developed in this study indicates the

feasibility and usefulness of using analytic methods to solve

complex two level programs.

2. The analytic methodology has an advantage over typical

computer algorithms when the analyst does not want to be limited

to linear or quadratic programs.

3. The analytic method has a disadvantage of being limited in

the size of the system <variables and equations) that can

reasonably be solved in comparison to a computer algorithm. The

methods can be used for problems which are smaller and more

complex in nature.

40 The sequential method of solution that was emplcyed
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indicates that in SOF£ cases the use of analytic methods to

solve the level two program and then a computer algorithm to

solve the resulting level one program could be profitably

employed. possibly the sequential approach could prove

fruitful as a general approach in the search for computer

algorithms.

5. The results of the application to the USDA's acreage

reduction and price support programs provided realistic

projections of cornrnodi ty prices, carryovers and program costs.

A model such as developed in this study could be used by the USDA

to provide quantitative data for planning and evaluation of

their programs.

6. The use of constant price elasticity of demand functions

generally resulted in a closer correspondence to actual data

than did the use of constant slope linear demand functions.

7. Research should continue in applications to other areas

involving sequential decision making. These include, for

example, the agency problem, taxation proposals, and setting

fares or rates in a competetive environment.

8. The study should be useful as a reference in classroom

studies since such applications in the solution a set of

nonlinear equations are not readily available.
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Table 4

Supply and Demand Data
for Corn and Wheat

85

COMMODITY: CORN

YEAR HARVESTED SUPPLY (Millions of Bushels)
Millions Bushels Begin Total Imports Total
of Acres per Acre Stock Yield
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----

1980 . 72.961 91.0 1617 6639 1 8264
1981 74.524 108.9 1034 8119 1 9237
1982 72.719 113.2 2174 8235 1 10410
1983 51.443 81.0 3120 4166 1 7287

YEAR DEMAND (Millions of Bushels) ENDING MEAN
Food & STOCK PRICE

Feed Seed Exports Total $/Bu
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----

1980 4140 735 2355 7230 1034 3.10
1981 4277 811 1967 7055 2174 2.50
1982 4522 898 1870 7290 3120 2.68
1983 3875 975 1850 6700 587 3.38

COMMODITY: WHEAT

YEAR HARVESTED SUPPLY (Millions of Bushels)
millions Bushels Begin Total Imports Tot,a1
of Acres per Acre Stock Yield
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -_._--

1980 71.125 33.5 902 2374 3 .'3274
1981 80.642 34.5 989 2799 3 3791
1982 77.937 35.5 1164 2802 3 3984
1983 61.390 39.4 1541 2425 3 3969

YEAR DEMAND (Millions of Bushels) ENDING MEAN
Food & STOCK PRICE

Feed Seed Exports Total $/Bu
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----

1980 51 725 1514 2290 989 3~91

1981 142 714 1771 2607 1164 2.50
1982 221 713 1509 2443 1541 2.68
1983 450 730 1400 2580 1389 3.38

Source: [USDA]



Table 5

Current and Deflated Prices
for Corn and Wheat

YEAR AVERAGE PRICE PRODUCER AVERAGE PRICE
Current Dollars PRICE 1967 Dollars

INDEX
Corn Wheat 1967=100 Corn Wheat

----- -------- -------- --------- -------- --------
1980 3.1 3.91 239.0 1.30 1.64

1981 2.5 3.66 248.4 1.01 1.47

1982 2.68 3.55 210.9 1.27 1.68

1983 3.38 3.56 240.4 1.41 1.48

Sources: [USDA] , [USGPO]

._---------------- .. - -- --
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Table 6

Payment In Kind Program Characteristics
for the Year 1983

Farms Enrolled (%)
Required Acreage Diversion (%)
Optional Diversion Under PIK (%)
PIK Payments (Bushels per Acre)

CORN

40.0
10.0

"10-30
.80q

WHEAT

31.9
10.0

10-30
.95q

For total diversion a farmer was paid ~ negotiated
percent of average yield (q). Maximum diversion
in any county was 45%.

In designing PIK as well as previous production
control programs, USDA did not include quantified goals.
GAO stated that quantified goals should"be established.
USDA replied that unpredictable variables make the
establishment of specific quantified goals virtually
impossible and that establishment of qualitative goals is
a much more realistic program expectation.

The two year PIK program was administratively
established by the Secretary of Agriculture within
existing authority and did not recieve congressional
authorization.

Source: [USHRJ

Estimated Payments and Costs

Total Payments Cost Total Cost
Mlns of Bushels $/Bushel Mlns of Dollars

Corn
Wheat

1,778
537

2.6944
3.6947

5,085
2,083

Government Stock Reductions, 1983
Stock of Total Per Cent Reduction
Commodity Reduction Due to Due to
Before PIK Drought PIK

Millions of Bushels
---------- ---------- ------- -------

Corn 3,050 2,775 41.9 49.1
Wheat 1,520 735 20.8 27.6

Source : [USGAOJ
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APPENDIX B

ESTIMATION OF DEMAND AND PRICE EQUATION COEFFICIENTS

The following notation is used.

EDii = direct price elasticity of demand

EDij = cross price elasticity of demand

ESi i = direct price elasticity of supply

ESi j = cross price elasticity of supply

Subscripts are omitted when no confusion results.

The superscript * denotes an estimated value.

The notation Exp denotes an exponent; xExp[bl = xb•

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

CROSS ELASTICITIES = 0

ESTIMATION OF aD' bD D = aD - bDP

ED = -(dD/dxl) (p/D) = bDp/D

*bD = (ED)p/D

* *aD = D + bn P

bD > 0

ESTIMATION OF a, b p = a + bXI b, > 0

Note, dS/dp < 0 for S a decreasing function of Xl

ES = -(dS/dp)/(p/s) = -(dS/dxl) (dxl/dp) (piS)

= -(-q) (lib) (piS)

b* = qp/(ES)S

* *a = p - b Xl

*b *a D

p = aD - bD

bd
* b*b *= D

* *ad = aD

ESTIMATION OF ad' bd D = ad - bdxI bd > 0

= aD - bD(a+bxI) = (aD-abD) - (bbD)xI



CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

CROSS ELASTICITIES = 0

89

D = aDpExp[-bD]ESTIMATION OF aD' bD

ED = -(dD/dp) (DIp) = -(-bDp/D) (DIp)

b * = -EDD

* *aD = DpEXP[bD ]

ESTIMATION OF a, b a, b > 0

Note, dS/dp < 0 for S a decreasing function of Xl

ES = -(dS/dp)/(p/s) = -(dS/dxl) (dxl/dPI) (piS)

= -(-q) (xl/bp) (pIS)

ES = -(dS/dp)p/s

b* = qxl/(ES)S

* *a = pxlExp[-b ]

ESTIMATIOM OF ad' ad D = adxlExp[bD]

D = aDPExp[-bD] = aD(axlb)Exp[-bd]

= (aDa b) (XlExp[-bbD)

b * = b*b *d D

* * * *ad = aD a Exp[-bD ]

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

ESTIMATION OF aiD' biD' ciD

EDl l = -blDPl/Dl

bID* DI(EDII)/PI=
EDl 2 = CIDP2/ DI

* DI(EDI2)/P2cID =

Di = aiD - biDPi+CiDPj

biD' ciD > 0
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ESTIMATION OF ai' bi, ci PJ.- = a-+b-x--+c-x-- bJ.-'cJ.- > 0J. J. J.J. J. JJ.

Note, (partial Sl wrt PI) < 0 for Sl decreasing as xII

increasing.

ESl l = -(partial Sl wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

= -(partial Sl wrt xII) (partial xII wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

- (partial Sl wrt x21) (partial x2I wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

= -(ql) (l/bl)Pl/Sl (partial Sl wrt x21 = 0)

bl * = qlPl/Sl(ES l l) b2* = q2P2/S2(ES22)

Note, (partial S2 wrt P2) < 0 for S2 decreasing as x21

increasing.

ES21 = -(partial S2 wrt PI) (PI/52)

= -(partial S2 wrt x21) (partial x2l wrt PI) (Pl/S2)

- (partial S2 wrt xII) (partial xII wrt PI) (Pl/S2)

*c2 = QlP2/S1(ES12)

* * *a2 = P2-b2 x21-c2 xII

0i = aid-bidxll+cidxid

= -(-q2) (l/cl) (Pl/S2)

*cl = q2Pl/S221)

* * *al = Pl-bl xll-cl x21

ESTIMATION OF aid' bid' cid

(partial S2 wrt xII = 0)

bId = (partial 01 wrt xII)

= (partial 01 wrt PI) (partial PI wrt xII)

+ (partial 01 wrt P2) (partial P2 wrt xII)

= -blOb + cIOc21
* * * * *bId =-bID bl + cIO c2

cld = partial 01 wrt x2I

= (partial 01 wrt PI) (partial PI wrt x21)

+ (partial 01 wrt P2) (partial P2 wrt xII)
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= -blDcl + clDb
2

* ** ** * ** * *cld = -bID cl + clD b2 c2d = -b2d c2 + c2D bl

* * * *aId = Dl bId xII - cld x2l

* * * *a2d = D2 b2d x2l - c2d xII

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

TWO SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

ESTIMATION OF aID' bID' clD Di =aiD (PiExp[-biD] ) (PjEXP~CiD])

biDo CiD > 0

* *bID = -EDl l b2D = -ED22

* *CID = ED12 C2D = ED2l

* * *aID = Dl(PIExp[bI D ]) (P2Exp[-CID ])

* * *a2D = D2(P2Exp[b2D ]) (PIExp[-C2D ])

. ESTIMATION OF ai' bi, ci P · =a s x , ·Exp[bi]x· ·Exp[ci]J. J. J.J. JJ.

b·, c , >0J. J.

Note, (partial Sl wrt PI) < 0 for S decreasing as XII

increasingo

ESI I = -(partial Sl wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

= -(partial Sl wrt XII) (partial XII wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

-(partial Sl wrt x2l) (partial x2l wrt PI) (Pl/Sl)

= -(-ql) (xll/blPl) (partial Sl wrt x2l = 0)

bl = qlxll/sl(ESl l)

* *b1 = qlxll/Sl(ES1l) b 2 = Q2x2l/S2(ES 22)

ES2l = -(partial S2 wrt PI) (Pl/S2)

= -(partial S2 wrt x2l) (partial x2l wrt PI) (Pl/S2)

-(partial S2 wrt XII) (partial XII wrt PI) (Pl/S2)

= (q2) (x2l/blPl) (Pl/S2) (partial S2 wrt XII = 0)



* * * * *b2d = -b2D b2 + c2D cI
* * * *.*c2d =-b2d c2 + c2D bl
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CI = q2x21IS2(ES21)

* *cI = Q2x21IS2(ES21) c2 = QlxI IISI(ES I 2)
* * *al = Pl(xIIExp£-bl ]) (x2IExp£-cI ]

* * *a2 = P2(x2IEXp£-b2 ]) (xI IExp£-c2 ])

SOLUTION OF aid' bid' cid

Di = aid(xiiExp£-bid]) (XjiEXp£cid])

These solutions are the same as for the linear case.

* * * * *bId =-bID bl + cID c2
* * * * *cld = -bID cI + cID b2
* * * *aId = DI bId xII - cld x21
* * * *a2d = D2 b2d x21 - c2d xII
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APPENDIX C

THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGION

CROSS ELASTICITY OF DEMAND = 0

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

PROOF THAT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION G IS QUASICONCAVE

G = qp(U) (U3-Ul) + ZP(U)U2

For p linear from equation (23)

p Iu) = a + bUl

With no loss of generality put u3 = b4 for if u3 < b4 then there

will be unused land providing no income. In that case total

income would be reduced. Also, from equation (41) , the optimal

solution for u
2 is u2 = (l-y)ul. Substituting for u3 and u2

into G results in

c tu) = p tu) [q(b4-ul)+z(1-y)ul]

= p(u) [qb4-(q-z(l-y»ul]

= p(u) [qb 4-W)ul]

Substitute into G(u) for p(u).

p(u) = a + bUl b > 0

G(u) = [a+bul] [qb 4-W)ul]

Take the first and second derivatives of G.

dG/dul = bb 4q - aW - 2bul

d2G/dU12 = -2b < 0

Thus, G(u) is concave and also quasiconcave.
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THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM SATISFIES THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN THEOREM

The objective function G(u) is quasiconcave and

differentiable and thus satisfies conditions (a). Each

constraint function is linear and thus satisfies conditions (b)

and the constraint qualification. The solution in Chapter 3,

Part 2 of the Kuhn-Tucker equations shows there is a point u*

which satisfies the K-T maximum conditions as shown below thus

satisfying condition (c) and also that the solution satisifies

condition (d-i). All of the conditions of the Arrow-Enthoven

Theorem will then be satisfied and the solution of the Kuhn

Tucker equations provide a global maximum.

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGION

CROSS ELASTICITY OF DEMAND = 0

CONSTANT PRICE EALSTICITY OF DEMAND

PROOF THAT THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION G IS QUASICONCAVE

The following test quasiconcavity will be used.

TEST FOR QUASICONCAVITY [Chiang, 1974]

G is quasiconcave

If for any real number k,

The set [u] where G(u) >= k] is a convex set.

For the case of constant elasticity the price function is

p = aUlb

The level two objective function is

G(u) = aUlb[q(b4-2UI)+zu2]

Set G(u) = k and solve equation for u2.

The constant a (for a >0) can be ignored when checking for
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quasiconcavity.

ulb[q(b4-2UI)+zu2] = k

u2 = [kul-b_q(b4-2Ul»)/Z

Take the first and second derivatives of u2 with respect to ul.

dU2/dux = [-bkul-b-I+2q)/z

d2u2/dU12 = b(b+l)kul-b-2 > 0

Thus, u2 has a global minimum and the set u where G(u) >= k is a

convex set. Therefore, the conditions of the Alternative Test

For Quasiconcavity are satisfied and G is a quasiconcave

function for the case of constant elasticity.

THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM SATISFIES THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN THEOREM

The objective function G(u) is quasiconcave and

differentiable and thus satisfies conditions (a). Each

constraint function is linear and thus satisfies conditions (b)

and the constraint qualification. The solution in Chapter 3,

Part 2 of the Kuhn-Tucker equations shows there is a point u*

which satisfies the K-T maximum conditions as shown below thus

satisfying condition (c) and also that the solution satisifies

condition (d-i). All of the conditions of the Arrow-Enthoven

Theorem will then be satisfied and the solution of the Kuhn-

Tucker equations provide a global maximum.

SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT SLOPE LINEAR DEMAND

PROOF THAT THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS QUASICONCAVE

From equation (233)

---------------------------------- ~ ._.. _~



where

(C2) Gl(u) = ql(ul3-ull) + zlu12

(C3) G2(u) = q2(u23-u2l)' + z2u22

Also

(C4) G[ku+(l-k)vl = Pl[ku+(l-k)vlGl[ku+(l-k)vl

+ P2[ku+(1-k)vlG2[ku+(1-k)vl

From equation (225) for PI

Pl(ku+[l-klv) = al + bl[kull+(l-k)vll

+ cl[ ku2l+(1-k)v2l l

= kPl(u) + (l-k)Pl(v)

In a like manner for the term Gl(u)

Gl(ku+[l-klv) = kGl(u) + (l-k)Gl(v)

Thus,

Pl(ku+[l-klv)Gl(ku+[l-klv) =

= k2Pl(U)Gl(u) + (1-k)2Pl«v)Gl(v)

+ k(l-k) [Pl(U)9l(v)+Pl(v)Gl(u)l
Similarly,

P2(ku+[1-klv)G2(ku+[l-klv) =

= k2p2(U)G2(u) + (1-k)2p2«v)G2(v)

+ kCl-k) (P2(U)92(v)+P2(v)G2(u)l
Thus,

G(ku+ £l-kl v) =

= k2Pl(u)Gl(u) + (1-k)2Pl«v)Gl(v)

+ k2P2(u)G2(u) + (1-k)2P2«v)G2(v)

+ k (l-k) [PI (u) 91 (v) +Pl (v) Gl (u)]
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(CS)

+ k(l-k) [P2(u)g2(v)+P2(v)G2(u)]

= k2G(u) + (1-k)2G(v)

+ k (l-k) [PI (u) gl (v) +Pl (v) Gl (u) ]

+ k (l-k) [P2 (u) g2 (v) +P2 (v) G2 (u) ]

Next, examine the conditions under which

(C6) G[ku+(l-k)v] >= kG(u) + (!-k)G(v)

From equations (C3), (C4) and (CS)

k (l-k) [PI (u) Gl (v) +Pl (v) Gl (u) ]

+ k(l-k) [P2(u)G2(v)+P2(v)G2(u)]

>= (k-k2)G(u) + [(1-k)-(1-k)2]G(v) =

= k (l-k) [G(u) +G (v) ]
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Cancel the term k (l-k) and expand G(u) and G(v) as in equation

(Cl) resulting in

Pl(u)Gl(v) + Pl(v)Gl(u)

+ P2(u)G2(v) + P2(v)G2(u)

>= Pl(u)Gl(u) + P2(u)G2(u)

+ Pl(v)Gl(v) + P2(v)G2(v)

Rearranging terms results in

PI (u) [Gl (u) -Gl (vr l - PI (v) WI (u) -G! (v) ]

+ P2 (u) [G2 (u) -G2 (vr l - P2 (v) [G2 (u) -G2 (v) ]

= [Pl(u)-Pl(v)] [Gl(u)-Gl(v)]

+ [P2(u)-P2(v)][G2(u)-G2(v)] <= 0

Thus, for any two points (u,v)

(C7) [change in PI] [change in Gl]

+ [change in P2] [change in G2] <= 0

From the definitions of Pj and Gj it follows that for
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ull and u21 increasing the change in price and the change in

production are opposite in sign and thus the inequality of

equation (C6) holds true. The inequality also holds for ull and

u21 decreasing. For these cases G is concave and thus also

quasiconcave.

The inequ~lity also holds and G is concave for cases

such as where ull increases (or decreases) and there is no

change in u21. This follows since the change in PI and Ql are

opposite in sign while the change in Q2 = o.
For cases such as ull increasing and u21 decreasing it

is not obvious if the inequality holds or not since it is

possible to select values of b, c so that for example the changes

in PI and Ql will both be negative.Thus, in these cases each

particular objective function G must be examined individually.

THE LEVEL TWO PROGRAM SATISFIES THE ARROW-ENTHOVEN THEOREM

The objective function G(u) is quasiconcave and

differentiable and thus satisfies conditions (a). Each

constraint function is linear and thus satisfies conditions (b)

and the constraint qualification. The solution in Chapter 3,

Part 2 of the Kuhn-Tucker equations shows there is a point u*

which satisfies the K-T maximum conditions as shown below thus

satisfying condition (c) and also that the solution satisifies

condition (d-i). All of the conditions of the Arrow-Enthoven

Theorem will then be satisfied and the solution of the Kuhn

Tucker equations provide a global maximum.
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SUBSTITUTE COMMODITIES

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTION REGIONS

CONSTANT PRICE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

There does not appear to be a general proof of the

quasiconcavity of G for the case of constant elasticity •

. Quasiconcavity will depend on the particular values of the

parameters involved and each case will have to evaluated

separately. See Chapter 4 for further discussion on

quasiconcavity of G for this case.
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